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Dear Members
From the executive director

J

udicial Notice is moving forward! We have a newly expanded Board of Editors
who volunteer their time to solicit and review submissions, work with authors,
and develop topics of legal history to explore. The Board of Editors is composed
of Henry M. Greenberg, Editor-in-Chief, John D. Gordan, III, Albert M. Rosenblatt,
and David A. Weinstein. We are also fortunate to have David L. Goodwin, Assistant Editor,
who edits the articles and footnotes with great care and knowledge. Our own Michael W.
Benowitz, my able assistant, coordinates the layout and, most importantly, searches far and
wide to find interesting and often little-known images that greatly compliment and enhance
the articles. Finally, this periodical would not have the prominence it does without the
magnificent layout provided by Teodors Ermansons, part of the NYS Unified Court System
Graphics Department, under the direction of Patricia Everson Ryan. For some it takes a
village, for us it takes this top-notch team to produce a great publication.
With each new issue I wonder how will we equal or better the last. We have once again
proved that we can. This issue features original scholarship from two members of the NYS
legal community. It is especially impressive that they produced such fine articles while carrying
on busy careers...no ivory tower scholarship for them! David A. Weinstein, a sitting judge on
the NYS Court of Claims, looks at Rutgers v. Waddington, a pivotal case in the development of
American constitutional law on its bedrock of federal legal supremacy enforced by judicial
review. Maria T. Vullo, a partner at the firm of Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison LLP, has
taken time out of her busy schedule to look back on Margaret Sanger’s journey in establishing
the family planning clinics movement in America. She does this from the unique perspective
of a review of People v. Sanger and the legal challenges leading up to that important case.
In November, 2012 the Society presented Lincoln, the Civil War and Freedom of the Press:
New York Divided as The Stephen R. Kaye Memorial Program. We were privileged to have the
eminent Lincoln scholar Harold Holzer deliver a lecture on this topic. His talk was based
upon research he was then doing for his forthcoming book Uncivil Wars: The Press in the Age
of Lincoln. Mr. Holzer has graciously permitted us to reproduce his lecture with footnotes,
and we have supplemented this with imagery.
Our own Founder and in-house scholar, Judith S. Kaye. Former Chief Judge of the
State of New York, explores the legacy of Charles Evans Hughes in protecting the principles
of separation of power and independence of the judiciary in this publication of her talk
delivered in April, 2012 at the 49th Charles Evans Hughes Lecture at the New York County
Lawyers Association.
Who could ask for anything more!

Marilyn Marcus, Executive Director
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Freedom of the Press:
A REAPPRAISAL
Harold Holzer

Abraham Lincoln, February 9, 1864
Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-DIG-ppmsca-19305

A

braham Lincoln’s second inaugural address—
delivered just a few weeks before the Union
finally crushed the four-year-long rebellion
that cost 620,000 lives—is probably best
remembered for its eloquent plea for forgiveness.
Concluding the speech he himself considered his
best, Lincoln famously called for “malice toward
none” and “charity for all.”
Though the entire oration took only ten minutes
to deliver, the eloquence with which it ended was so
memorable that the thousands who heard it at the
Capitol on March 4, 1865, had probably forgotten by
that time how it began. In fact, Lincoln had launched
the address by recalling his first swearing-in exactly
four years earlier—and not without a little malice of
his own—at least toward some. “While the inaugeral
[sic] address was being delivered from this place,
devoted altogether to saving the Union without war,”

he recalled, “insurgent agents were in the city seeking
to destroy it without war… . Both parties deprecated
war; but one of them would make war rather than let
the nation survive; and the other would accept war
rather than let it perish. And the war came.”1
That recollection sheds light on Lincoln’s thinking both before the Civil War—and, on reflection,
near the end of it. In his mind, 1861 Washington
was crawling with “insurgent agents” committed to
destroying constitutional government. His responsibility then, and his justification now, he believed, was
that anything he did to thwart treason and preserve
the Union was completely justified.
When he gave his first inaugural, the nowfamiliar Capitol dome was still under construction,
encircled by scaffolding. When he gave his second,
the dome was complete, and a bronze statue of
“Freedom” crowned its summit. During the war, some
advisors urged Lincoln to suspend the project; the
iron it consumed was urgently needed to manufacture
weapons. But Lincoln was said to have insisted that
having work on the Capitol go on would show that
“the Union shall go on.”2 But though “Freedom” was
hauled to the summit right on schedule, freedom did
not always reign below. The Supreme Court, which
in those days met inside the Capitol, did continue to
function, even after several Southern Justices resigned.
But when Lincoln began exercising unprecedented
executive authority to put down the rebellion,
deliberations that might have challenged his powers were largely deferred until after the war. When,
in 1861, the Chief Justice, acting ex parte as a federal
circuit judge, challenged Lincoln’s suspension of the

Harold Holzer, author, co-author, or editor of 46 books on Lincoln and the Civil War, was awarded the National Humanities Medal in
2008. He serves as Robert Hertog Fellow at the New York Historical Society.
This is the lecture Mr. Holzer presented at the Society’s Stephen R. Kaye Memorial Program on November 30, 2011 at the New
York City Bar Association entitled Lincoln, the Civil War and Freedom of the Press. It is based on research for his forthcoming book,
Uncivil Wars: The Press in the Age of Lincoln (Simon & Schuster).
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and the Union army,
writ of habeas corpus in
directly ordered, or indifMaryland, the President
ferently tolerated, the supsimply ignored him—after,
pression of an astonishing
by some accounts, only
number of Border State
reluctantly resisting an
and Northern newspapers.
inclination to have the
I am in the process now
chief arrested.
of working on a book
But that’s not the story
about the triumphs and
for tonight—though, of
tribulations of the press
course, Lincoln’s use of
during the Lincoln era,
the so-called war power is
and this is one area to
relevant. So are the conwhich I have paid much
stitutional limits against
attention. The preliminary
suspending the privilege
President Lincoln speaking at his first inauguration on March 4, 1861
results are not pretty. The
of the writ of habeas
with the Capitol under construction in the background
episodes I have investicorpus. The fact that
Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-USZ62-48564
gated include: banning
the habeas proscription
opposition papers from the U.S. mails, interrupting
resides in Article I—within the Congressional section,
and censoring the flow of telegraphic news, arrestnot the presidential one—fuels the ongoing debate
ing and detaining editors, closing newspaper offices,
over Lincoln’s justifications. The clause in Section 9
seizing and destroying type and printing presses, and
says, the Writ “shall not be suspended, unless when
suspending publication. And all of these actions took
in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety
place where the Union remained in control, and
may require it.” That was enough for Lincoln—who
where the courts continued to function.
claimed that “as the provision was plainly made for
In areas loyal to the Confederacy, or teetering
a dangerous emergency, it cannot be believed that
between Northern and Southern control, or occupied
the framers…intended, that in every case, the danger
by the Union army or military governors, we add
should run its course, until Congress could be called
the following to the litany: failing to prevent mob
together; the very assembling of which might be preattacks against newspaper offices, official censorship
vented, as was intended in this case, by the rebellion”
of battlefield reports, and interference with war correitself.3
spondence—the banishment of some, the humiliating
The subject for this essay is the less ambigupunishment of others. They called this particular kind
ous guarantee enshrined in the First Amendment:
of suppression “field censorship.”
“Congress shall make no law…abridging the freedom
If anything, historians have not yet called the
of speech, or of the press… .” It could not be much
Lincoln administration to full account; perennially
clearer. But again, Lincoln determined that in a case
focused on three or four infamous cases, which can
of rebellion, under the umbrella of war powers, espeeasily be viewed as mistakes that were later corrected,
cially while Congress remained in recess, executive
most scholars have assessed the curtailment of press
authority superseded legislative authority; and conliberty as surprisingly infrequent and usually justitingency trumped even freedom of expression under
fied, its limited reach more an indication of Lincoln’s
the Bill of Rights. Lincoln did call Congress back into
restraint than his appetite for control. In fact, the
session—but not for four months! In the meantime
effort was actually far more widespread, yet remained
he moved against the press on an emergency basis
surprisingly disorganized and ad hoc, and even more
without Congressional and, some have maintained,
surprisingly was supported not only by most of the
constitutional authority.
loyal Union public, but by many newspaper editors
Let us look frankly at the record—first, statisticalas well.
ly. During the Civil War, the Lincoln Administration,
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The statistics are staggering, amounting to as
many as 200 individual events from 1861 to 1865.
But before we judge Lincoln guilty at the bar of history, it is worth considering some evidence of the
non-legal variety. To understand the conditions under
which such apparent outrages were committed and
tolerated demands a giant leap of historical imagination, back to the days when the press did not merely
cover politics and government, as it does today,
but, rather, actively participated in both. During the
Lincoln era, newspapers openly represented one
political party or the other, and published partisan
reports not just on their opinion pages, but on their
news pages as well. They were not newspapers exactly,
but propaganda sheets, almost never varying from the
party line.
Within this culture, violence and suppression
against the press was hardly a new phenomenon. In
1837, for example, a mob in Alton, Illinois threw
an abolitionist newspaper’s printing press into the
Mississippi River, and when editor Elijah Lovejoy
tried to save his property, killed him. The murder
roused fellow Illinoisan Abraham Lincoln, barely 29
years old, to speak out against what he called a growing “mobocratic spirit.”
“Let every American…remember,” he warned,
“that to violate the law, is to…tear the character of
his own, and his children’s liberty.” He proposed that
“reverence for the laws,” not only be “proclaimed in
legislative halls, and enforced in courts of justice,”
until it becomes the “political religion” of the nation.4
It did not. While Lincoln was serving his first and
only term in Congress ten years later, local authorities
captured a ship crowded with sixty fugitive slaves desperately seeking freedom from their Washington owners. In response, a mob attacked not the slave masters,
but the local abolition paper The National Era, no less
than three times.
Over the next decade, political positions on
the roiling slavery issue hardened, with newspaper
rhetoric intensifying and the press relentlessly attacking both the opposition and each other. By the time
Lincoln returned to politics in 1854, most American
cities boasted at least two papers, one Republican
and one Democratic, each filled with increasingly
inflammatory warnings about abolitionist plots on
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one extreme, and on the other, Southern schemes to
make slavery national and perpetual. In Chicago, for
example, the battle raged between the Republican
Tribune and the Democratic Times. Philadelphia had
the Democratic Evening Journal and the Republican
Inquirer. And so it went. Albany boasted both the
Republican Evening Journal and the Democratic Atlas
and Argus; and New York City, home to dozens of dailies and weeklies, counted several of each.
Lincoln was but one of many politicians who
befriended sympathetic editors and regarded opposition ones as enemies. Those who preferred Stephen
Douglas during the debates of 1858 he called “villainous reporters.”5 Democratic papers, he charged
two years later, “persistently garbled and misrepresented what I have said.”6 The opposition editors of a
Washington paper he labeled “sick…political fiends.”
Malice toward none was a long time coming. In fact,
during his presidency, Lincoln made this observation
about America’s reporters: “Party malice, and not
public good, possesses them entirely.”7 He was not
alone in these beliefs.
Press loyalties, it should be noted, were not based
on shared political philosophy alone. There was also
the expectation of reward. Republican papers got
Republican advertising, and vice versa. Once elected
President, Lincoln cemented the devotion of the
party press by rewarding dozens of loyal editors with
coveted jobs: post offices, foreign consulates, and port
collectorships. In Chicago alone, the publisher of the
Republican paper secured a major federal post; while
the Democratic paper ultimately got closed down by
the army, about which more later. The intertwining of
press and politics was not a new phenomenon; it was
by then a tradition.
Even more alien to our modern concept of a
free press, 19th-century politicians did not merely
reward or punish publishers. Politicians often were
publishers, and publishers were often politicians.
Three members of Lincoln’s first Cabinet had been
newspaper editors in their day. In New York, Albany
publisher Thurlow Weed was also boss of the state
Republican party. The Tribune’s Horace Greeley
doubled for a time as a Republican Congressman,
and twice tried unsuccessfully to win a U. S. Senate
seat. The New York Times was founded by the Speaker

Freedom of the Press

Editorial Staff of the New York Tribune
Left to right, standing: William Henry Fry, Charles A. Dana, Henry J. Raymond
Sitting: George M. Snow, Bayard Taylor, Horace Greeley, George Ripley
Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-USZ62-110282

of the New York State Assembly! If Lincoln became
President, the original New York Daily News warned
in one particularly vile article in 1860, “we shall find
negroes among us thicker than blackberries swarming everywhere.”8 In sum, the formal intermingling
of press and politics was far more prominent than
it was, say, in 1971, when—and not until which
time—the Supreme Court finally defined the limits of
government interference with press freedom during
war, in The Pentagon Papers case.
But even the warlike press culture of the 1850s
and 60s intensified exponentially with secession. In a
period fraught with fear and uncertainty, opponents
became enemies and criticism became sedition. Soon
after his inauguration, Lincoln believed he must save
the whole Union even if it meant temporarily sacrificing specific constitutional guarantees. And one of the

first institutions to feel the effect was the press.
Before his inaugural, the President-elect had
assured delegates to the Washington peace convention: “We do maintain the freedom of the press—we
deem it necessary to a free government.”9 But secession changed his thinking, especially after the July
1861 battle that was supposed to end the rebellion
in one afternoon instead turned into a shocking
Confederate victory that promised to prolong the
struggle for years. After the Bull Run disaster, the
Lincoln Administration turned its attention not only
to a military build-up, but to home-front treason
that he, his Cabinet advisors—and to be fair, many
other Northerners, editors included—believed had
contributed to the Union defeat. To begin with, the
Union banned the use of the postal service and commercial intercourse with the rebellious states, and
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News, the Journal of Commerce, the
assumed control of the nation’s
Day-Book, the Freeman’s Journal,
growing telegraph system for miliand the Brooklyn Eagle. Official
tary use. The new rules applied to
Washington did not wait for the
the manufacturers of all products,
court to rule (in fact the judge
including news.
never responded).
One of the first test cases
Deciding that the inquiry
involved a Philadelphia publicahad the force of an indictment,
tion called The Christian Observer,
the Postmaster General promptly
whose tenuous Presbyterian
banned all five newspapers from
affiliation did not mask its prothe U. S. mails. When the News
Secession, pro-slavery bias. A
tried to subvert the order by
month after Bull Run, editor
shipping copies to out-of-town
Amasa Converse published what
subscribers by railroad, the governhe insisted, unconvincingly,
Amasa Converse
ment assigned agents to board
was an authentic letter from an
Editor, The Christian Observer
trains and confiscate bundles
unnamed Virginian charging that
Encyclopedia of the Presbyterian Church in the United
of papers when they arrived in
Union forces on the march there
States of America
(Presbyterian Publishing Co.: Philadelphia, 1884), p. 155
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and as
had been guilty of “gross, brutal,
Reproduced from digital copy accessed at Google Books
far away as New England. Facing
fiendish, demoniac outrages”
database
similar ruin, the Brooklyn Eagle
meant to “ravage the country, pilapologized in print and reformed its editorial policy.
lage the houses and burn them, outrage the women,
Unwilling to bow to these constraints, the editor of
and shoot down for amusement…even children.”10
the Freeman’s Journal found himself arrested on the
On August 22, 1861, federal forces responded
orders of the Secretary of State. He was imprisoned
by invading the offices of the Christian Observer,
for eleven weeks. The Mayor’s brother, the News’s
and meeting less resistance there than troops had
Benjamin Wood, responded with a pot-boiling novel
encountered at Bull Run, confiscated type and evicted
about horrific conditions at the federal military prison
the staff. After trying one unsuccessful appeal to
Fort Lafayette, but never re-opened his newspaper. Yet
Lincoln, claiming he was but a poor old man who
these incidents chilled few observers. A grand jury in
always promoted “harmony,” good will,” and “the
neighboring New Jersey promptly named five disloyal
preservation of the Union,” editor Converse fled to
papers of their own—and marshals obligingly shut
Richmond—where he soon re-established his paper
them down, too. Mobs attacked pro-secession newspain friendlier surroundings. Lincoln never replied to
pers in such non-Southern venues as Bridgeport and
the editor’s insistence that “freedom of the press I
Dayton. Two days after passage of the Confiscation
have always believed was one of the great bulwarks
Act, Union soldiers from New Hampshire attacked
of our national safety.”11 On the contrary, Lincoln
a Democratic newspaper in Concord, Maine, and
accepted the argument that national safety required
burned its property in the street; much the same
anti-government journals like the Christian Observer to
occurred in Bangor a few days later.12
be shut down.
A week earlier, a federal grand jury in New York’s
The War Department soon followed with an
Southern District sent a presentment to the court
order declaring that “the public safety” required the
asking whether “certain newspapers” here, “…in
prohibition of “all correspondence and communicathe frequent practice of encouraging the rebels now
tions verbally, or by writing, printing or telegraphing,
in arms against the federal government,” had overrespecting the operations of the army, or military
stepped freedom of the press and now deserved “the
movements on land or water” through which “intelemployment of force to overcome them.” The foreligence shall be directly or indirectly given to the
man even identified the sinners by name: the Daily
enemy.” The order placed 154 newspapers on an
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informal but chilling watch list. As early as April, telegraph wires, by then the standard medium for transmitting news, had fallen under military control—a
ruling ratified by Congress the following year.
With the government—first Treasury, then State,
and ultimately the War Department—in charge of
telegraph lines, primarily to prevent the publication
of leaked news about troop movements, criticism
could be excluded from the wires, as well. Union
General George McClellan, always better at organizing than in actually fighting, got correspondents from
the Tribune, the Herald, and nine other papers to agree
“refrain from publishing, either as editorial or correspondence…any matter than may furnish aid and
comfort to the enemy.” In return, McClellan guaranteed “facilities for obtaining and immediately transmitting all information suitable for publication.”13
Neither exactly lived up to its respective bargain
Meanwhile, the government fed the freshly
formed New York Associated Press, the forerunner of
today’s AP, exclusive stories. But even the AP could be
muzzled, almost comically. When its lead correspondent was forbidden from mentioning that wounded
soldiers staggering into Washington in December
1862 had come from a major defeat at nearby
Fredericksburg, Lawrence Gobright observed: “the
rule was, we must not let the enemy know what was
taking place, as if the enemy did not already know he
had fought a battle!”14 In the end, government control of the wires proved less onerous than it sounded.
Besides, correspondents could still send their stories,
however critical, by ordinary mail. And the pressure
for scoops usually outweighed the risk of prosecution
for disloyalty. By and large, the press remained surprisingly free to cover the war.
If other newspapers felt any bond with their
repressed brethren, they seldom expressed solidarity.
In fact, the Republican press applauded the first crackdown. Just weeks after vowing that the press would
not “regard in silence or obsequiously applaud” the
Administration, but would instead act “the school
master, exposing and commenting upon every act
that does not come up to…the standard which competency demands,”15 the Times judged the Journal of
Commerce “guilty of exciting a riot in our streets and
apologizing for the mob.” No “right of the Press,”

the Times concluded, “should shield” it “from the
penalty of a crime against society.”16 Henry Raymond
was surprised only that “the Administration has so
long forborne to defend itself against the fanatical
and insurrectionary crusade of the secession papers
published in the loyal states.”17
In states where no such loyalty reigned—Lincoln
got 53% of the vote in New York, but only 2% in
Maryland, where Rebel sympathizers cut the telegraph wires to Washington to isolate the capital from
incoming troop reinforcements—the press proved
far more insurrectionary, and of course more susceptible to repression. Lincoln had previously ordered
the arrest of Maryland legislators headed to a secession convention almost certain to vote to take the
state into the Confederacy. Rejecting what he called
“extreme tenderness of the citizen’s liberty” that
would relieve “more of the guilty, than…the innocent,” he suspended the writ of habeas corpus and
ordered the military “to arrest, and detain, without
resort to the ordinary processes and forms of law,
such individuals as he might deem dangerous to the
public safety.”18
This included the press. When the Baltimore
Exchange editorialized that “the war of the South is
a war of the people, supported by the people,” while
the “war of the North” was “the war of a party…
carried out by political schemers,” military authorities shut down the paper, arrested editor Francis
Scott Key Howard—the grandson of the author of
the National Anthem!—and threw him into Fort
Lafayette prison (his papers include secret resolutions in which Baltimore leaders pledged support for
the Confederacy).19 Marshals suppressed four of the
city’s other, equally pro-secession, journals.20 Asked
to justify such extreme measures, even in pursuit
of the vital goal of keeping Maryland in the Union
and Washington safe and accessible, an exasperated
Lincoln insisted: “Are all the laws but one to go unexecuted, and the government itself…go to pieces, lest
that one be violated?”21
Lincoln made that comment on July 4, 1861,
in a special session of Congress finally assembled
and asked to ratify his executive orders. Accusing the
rebels of “insidious debauching of the public mind,”
a phrase that reveals how seriously he took disloyal
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press coverage, he explained that he had assumed
“the war-power” with “the deepest regret.” He “could
but perform this duty,” he said, “or surrender the existence of the government.” To Lincoln, the case came
down to this simple question: “‘Must a government,
of necessity, be too strong for the liberties of its own
people, or too weak to maintain its own existence?’”22
I have dwelled on the examples of free-press
subjugation in 1861 not only because they’re less well
known than some of the later incidents, but because
they set precedents for everything that followed.
Had the country—had merely other editors—risen
up to condemn newspaper repression, it might have
ended aborning. One cannot of course ascribe blame,
if blame is deserved, to the victims. While the war
raged, an Indianapolis man no doubt spoke for many
fathers when he complained of too little censorship,
not too much: “The people are getting tired of sending their sons to fight the rebels,” he complained,
while editors “more mischievous by far than if armed
with muskets, are allowed to furnish aid and comfort
to the enemy unmolested.”23
In early 1862, the House Judiciary Committee
began hearings into the question of whether “telegraphic censorship of the press has been established”
and, if so, whether it had been used “to restrain
wholesome political criticism.” The Committee heard
a number of witnesses, and heard testimony from
journalists who feared using “severe language” against
Lincoln or had been prevented from wiring the truth
about the Union loss at Bull Run. The committee
concluded that “political, personal, and general” news
had indeed been swallowed up in the teeth of telegraphic censorship, and strongly recommended that
the telegraph be “left as free from government interference as may be consistent with the necessities of
the government in time of war.” That was ambiguous
enough to inhibit the full House from recommending
a legislative remedy. The censors were left in charge
without further oversight.24
By 1862 the Administration added to the list of
forbidden coverage anything meant to discourage
volunteering, and later, military conscription. But a
new wave of violent criticism erupted when Lincoln
acted on September 22, 1862—also unconstitutionally, his critics maintained—to free the slaves in the
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Confederacy if they did not abandon the rebellion by
January 1, 1863. The anti-Lincoln New York Evening
Express promptly wondered in a scathing editorial:
“We do not know what liberty is allowed to free white
men to discuss the Proclamation freeing negroes,”
adding: “We may be locked up in Fort Lafayette for
all this ‘free speech,’ and ‘free discussion,’” but “we
lend no sanction to any Negro equality or fraternity
schemes of the Amalgamationists or Abolitionists…
. President Lincoln is not ‘Government,’” the
Express continued, “only an administrator of
the Government… . We owe no loyalty to these
Revolutionary and Demoralizing schemes of his
Proclamation.”25 The tirade prompted one correspondent to ask the Secretary of State, “how, is rebellion to
be crushed while such insulting traitorous papers are
allowed to be freely circulated among the people?”
Added A. W. Spies: “Tens of thousands in New York
now stand ready to enter the printing establishments
of several papers and break the heads of the editors,
and are only restrained by its unlawfulness and are
waiting for our weak and pu[c]kish Govt to do the
needful to them[.]”26
Not surprisingly, editors of the Republican papers
remained unconcerned by the Administration’s
actions. Joseph Medill of the Chicago Tribune went so
far as to question the very idea of “absolute freedom
of the press because in society, speech is always limited buy the prevailing conditions… . Until the war
is over, we must be content to accept whatever the
altered conditions of the times and the country may
demand as a requisite of national salvation.”27
In May 1863, the debate over martial law and
press freedom came to a head in Dayton, Ohio,
where the Union army under General Ambrose
Burnside arrested former Congressman Clement L.
Vallandigham for speaking out against the draft.
Vallandigham, out of office for just two months,
was an anti-war Copperhead Democrat who had
once been stoned while visiting his state’s troops in
Virginia—and by that I don’t mean he was inebriated—but pelted with rocks. Now, Burnside had
him imprisoned, tried by military commission. He
was found guilty and Lincoln banished him to the
Confederacy. Local newspapers that expressed support—like one aptly named the Columbus Crisis—paid

Freedom of the Press

a heavy price. Earlier, a mob tried unsuccessfully to
burn down its offices. When editor Samuel Medary
proposed running the exiled Vallandigham for governor, a local general in Kansas banned it from the
mails. Vallandigham’s campaign ended in disaster,
but Medary vowed to continue his own campaign
for “the liberty of the press” by practicing it “freely.”
The following year, even though his influence was in
decline, Medary was arrested for “conspiracy against
the Union.” He died before he could face trial.28
Medary was not the only editor outraged by the
Vallandigham case. New York Democrats generally
defended “Valiant Val,” gathering for a mass meeting
in Albany that condemned the President for exceeding his authority. Lincoln replied with a letter cleverly
made available first to Republican newspapers; he
still knew how to manipulate his party’s own editors.
Defending his
actions against
“insurgents,” as
he called them,
and their “effort
to destroy the
Union, constitution, and law,
all together,”
he rejected the
idea of a passive government
“restrained by
the same constitution and law,
from arresting
their progress.
Their sympathizers pervaded
all departments
of the government,” he
pointed out,
“and nearly all
communities of
the people… .
[U]nder cover
New York Herald, January 18, 1863
of ‘Liberty of
Byline: Thomas W. Knox
speech’ ‘Liberty
Courtesy, American Antiquarian Society

of the press’ and ‘Habeas corpus’ they hoped to keep
on foot amongst us a most efficient corps of spies,
informers, suppliers, and aiders and abettors of
their cause in a thousand ways.”29 In Lincoln’s view,
the “courts of justice” were “utterly incompetent”
to handle such cases—pointing out rather feebly, it
must be admitted, that local juries were more likely
“to hang the panel than to hang the traitor”—not a
very convincing argument from an old trial lawyer.30
In re-rebuttal, Erastus Corning called the doctrine
“a monstrous heresy…subversive of liberty and law,
and quite as certainly tending to the establishment of
despotism.”31 But Lincoln replied no further. He let
actions speak louder than words.
It surprised no one that the anti-war, antiRepublican Chicago Times quickly attacked Burnside
over the Vallandigham case. But the general surprised
nearly everyone when he sent an order to the Windy
City to padlock the paper and arrest its gun-toting
editor, Wilbur Storey, “[o]n account of the repeated
expression of disloyal and incendiary sentiments.”32
This act of suppression Lincoln may have privately relished—the Times had been flaying him for years—but
publicly he would not defend it. Rather, he intervened
to countermand it, convinced, as he put it, that “we
should revoke or suspend the order,” especially after
protestors from both political parties threatened
to take to the streets to demonstrate against it. Yet
Lincoln had no difficulty defending, or at least turning
a blind eye, to Burnside’s order prohibiting circulation
of the anti-war New York World within his military
department.33 Censorship remained so indiscriminate
that commanders might seize individual issues of
papers that carried disobliging or classified reports.
By this time military censorship and intimidation
were commonplace within the Eastern and Western
theaters of war. Generals suppressed news, restricted
access to embedded journalists, and banished correspondents who talked too much. Some faced courts
martial, even execution, even though they were
civilians; one editor was made to ride a sawhorse
backward wearing a sign identifying him as a traitor. Lincoln did try revoking one decision to expel
a reporter from Grant’s headquarters, the New York
Herald’s Thomas W. Knox. But unwilling to irritate his
most successful general, he added a caveat: “if Gen.
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Grant shall give his express consent.” Grant did not.
Instead he passed the buck down the line to General
William T. Sherman, who never met a journalist he
didn’t hate.
Oblivious to the politics—Lincoln was trying to
keep the Herald’s unpredictable editor, Democrat James
Gordon Bennett, inside the pro-war camp—Sherman
stubbornly sent the reporter the following message:
“Come with a sword or musket in your hand, prepared
to share with us our fate in sunshine and storm...and I
will welcome you…but come…as the representative of
the press, which you yourself say makes so slight a difference between truth and falsehood, and my answer
is, Never.”34 The ban on Mr. Knox remained in force.
William McKee, a journalist Lincoln derisively
labeled a “Democrat editor,” had better luck. McKee
did nothing more than obtain and publish the
President’s official letter naming General John
Schofield to command the Department of Missouri.
Humiliated, Schofield demanded that McKee name
his source. When the journalist refused, Schofield
ordered him arrested. Lincoln gently reminded his
general not that he had violated freedom of the press,
but that his severity might upset the locals. “I fear
this loses you the middle position I desired you to
occupy” in Missouri, the President wrote. “I care very
little for the publication of any letters I have written
[this from a man who made certain his letters were
published and praised in sympathetic newspapers].
Please spare me the trouble this is likely to bring.”
When Schofield proved initially reluctant, Lincoln
conceded that there was “an apparent impropriety,”
but insisted: “it is still a case where no evil could
result, and which I am entirely willing to overlook.”35
McKee was freed. As Lincoln had written Schofield in
the letter that started the whole business—in a way
that reflected his overall policy on martial law in all
the volatile Border States: “Let your military measures
be strong enough to repel the invader and keep the
peace, and not so strong as to unnecessarily harass
and persecute the people.”36
No incident of Civil War press suppression is
more famous than the 1864 case of the New York
World. In a rare instance in which he took personal
possession of a crackdown, Lincoln signed a document, drafted by the Secretary of War, declaring that
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James Gordon Bennett, ca. 1851-1852
Editor, the New York Herald
Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LC-USZC4-4150

the paper had “wickedly and traitorously printed a
false and spurious proclamation…of a treasonable
nature, designed to give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United States.” In retaliation, he ordered
General John A. Dix to “arrest and imprison in any
fort or military prison…the editors, proprietors,
and publishers” and to bring them “to trial before
a military commission, for their offense... . You will
also take possession, by military force, of the printing
establishments,” the order continued, “…and prevent
any further publication therefrom.”37
According to the World, which mounted a spirited defense, a messenger had arrived in the office
of all the big city papers late one May night bearing
an official-looking presidential document calling
for 400,000 new volunteers to put down the rebellion. Most editors on duty around town sensed that
it looked suspicious: why would the President ask
for such a sacrifice, announce it in the middle of the
night, only hours before printing deadlines, and particularly in a city bedeviled by massive draft riots the
previous summer? But two—the anti-Administration
New York World and Journal of Commerce—claimed
they fell for the hoax and innocently rushed the
bogus message into print.

Freedom of the Press
Executive Mansion
Washington, May 18, 1864
To Maj. Genl. Dix,
Commanding at New York.

Telegram from President Lincoln to General Dix,
May 18, 1864

Whereas, there has been wickedly and traitorously printed and published this morning, in
the “New York World” and New York “Journal of Commerce,” newspapers printed and published in the City of New York, - a false and spurious proclamation, purporting to be signed
by the President and to be countersigned by the Secretary of State, which publication is of
a treasonable nature, designed to give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United States,
and to the rebels now at war against the Government and their aides and abettors. You are
therefore hereby commanded forthwith to arrest and imprison in any fort or military prison
in your command, the editors, proprietors and publishers of the afore said newspapers, and
all such persons as, after public notice has been given of the falsehood of said publication,
print and publish the same, with intent to give aid and comfort to the enemy. - and you will
hold the persons so arrested in close custody until they can be brought to trial before a
military commission for this offense. - You will also take possession by military force of the
printing establishments of the “New York World” and “Journal of Commerce,” and hold the
same until further order, and prevent any further publication therefrom,
A. Lincoln

The National Archives

thinking that his was one detention in which Lincoln
The Administration chose to believe the World
took pleasure.
had manufactured the spurious proclamation itself.
But why the fuss over a proclamation about volPer the Lincoln order, federal troops shut both
unteers? The Administration believed the Democratic
papers down, and imprisoned the World’s editor,
press conspired to release the fraudulent order to send
Manton Marble, one of Lincoln’s most virulent critgold and stock prices plummeting the next morning—
ics, and assistant editor Joseph Howard, a former
following which the editors would buy in at bargain
Times reporter, but an old thorn in Lincoln’s side.
rates, and reap huge profits once the
After an appeal by an editor of the
proclamation was disavowed and
Republican New York Tribune, and
prices recovered. General Dix later
the threat of court action by the
conceded that the accused editors
Democratic Governor of New York,
were likely “innocent,” but a charge
Marble re-gained his freedom, and
against him for trespass, kidnapafter a few days, resumed publication
ping, forcible entry, and inciting to
of the World. But Howard languished
riot went to Municipal Court, of all
in prison for three more months,
places. There, a judge held that an
obtaining his liberty only when the
element of the federal Indemnity
respected Brooklyn minister Henry
Act (Congressional suspension of
Ward Beecher intervened in his
Habeas Corpus) was unconstitutionbehalf, calling him a “tool” who
al and Dix subject to further action
acted only in “the hope of making
of the Grand Jury. None followed.
some money.”38 Three years earlier,
Whatever the real truth in the World
Howard had published a false and
case, it represented one instance
damaging report that a cowardly
Joseph Howard, 1864
when Lincoln himself believed the
Lincoln wore a disguise to sneak
Assistant editor, the New York World
line had been crossed separating
through Baltimore en route to his
Imprisoned for printing a hoax
inauguration. Now he paid the price Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, press freedom from criminality and
treason.
for his libel. And one can’t help
LC-USZ62-132053
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New York World, May 18, 1864
Courtesy of the author
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Before this array of evidence approaches a historical lynching, I would suggest strongly that Lincoln
also deserves to be judged by what happened—or,
more accurately, what didn’t happen—next. Just a
few weeks after the World imbroglio, Lincoln won
nomination for a second term as President. The
Democrats chose an anti-war favorite, General George
B. McClellan. And notably, in the months that followed, the Administration did absolutely nothing to
suppress pro-McClellan or anti-Lincoln journalism.
Throughout the ensuing campaign, it was back to
politics—and press coverage—as usual: no holds
barred, and no restrictions by the government.
With some justification, and probably little
surprise, considering his record, Lincoln might have
postponed the contest entirely. No nation before had
ever held a popular election in the midst of civil war.
But Lincoln refused to consider this. Even with the
American people, as he put it, “partially paralyzed, by
a political war among themselves,” the “election was
a necessity.” For “if the rebellion could force us to
forego, or postpone a national election, it might fairly
claim to have already conquered and ruined us.”39
Lincoln had no second thoughts even when the
New York World issued a series of brutal editorial
attacks, complemented by the publication of horrifically racist lithographs aimed at Irish-American voters that visually warned that if Lincoln won, African
Americans would rule the nation, with whites the
subjugated inferiors. The paper also secretly issued a
book called Miscegenation, urging with apparent sincerity that blacks and whites intermarry to solve the
race problem—a giant hoax designed to goad frightened white supremacists to the polls. As a further
dirty trick, the paper even sent the book to Lincoln
for a blurb, hoping he would be gullible enough to
fall for the scheme and offer praise that the paper
might then use to unmask him as a radical integrationist. He wasn’t—either gullible or an integrationist.
Astonishing stuff, but the race card and the World did
hurt Lincoln in New York. He barely won the state in
1864.
The major lesson here is that Lincoln never
interfered with the World’s right to be viciously antiRepublican and violently white supremacist in 1864.
Politics was a battle, but it was not the same as a civil

Freedom of the Press

war: in Lincoln’s view, only a rebellion offered sufficient reason to curtail freedom of the press. Ordinary
politics, no matter how ugly or
dirty, was as American as apple
pie and needed to be perpetuated,
along with the newspapers that
took sides, even if the very same
papers had practiced treason only
weeks earlier. Erastus Corning was
wrong. Abraham Lincoln did not
seek “absolute sovereignty,” merely
the restoration of the political and
press status quo ante bellum.
The absence of interference
with the press in 1864 should vindicate, or at the very least leaven,
Lincoln’s reputation on press
freedom. In the end, he acted only
when he thought the nation itself
was in peril, not his own political
hide. He acted to prevent the loss
of Border States like Maryland,
Missouri, and Kentucky, whose
departure would have likely ended
any chance to save the nation, and
where he hoped for an increase
in Union sentiment but sensed
that secessionist views could carry
the day if fanned by newspapers.
Lincoln also acted to prevent the
disclosure of troop positions that
might endanger his army by tipping off the enemy (and Robert
E. Lee, after all, confided that he
had planned his entire invasion of
Pennsylvania in 1863 by reading
the Philadelphia newspapers!).
Speaking at the beginning of
the war, Abraham Lincoln laid out
his position this way: “Lest there be
some uncertainties in the minds of
candid men, as to what is to be the
course of the government, towards
the Southern States, after the rebellion shall have been suppressed,

New York World, November 1, 1864
Editorial attacking Lincoln
Courtesy Old Fulton NY Postcards, fultonhistory.com

the Executive deems it proper to
say, it will be his purpose then,
as ever, to be guided by the constitution, and the laws.”40 Lincoln
never doubted his own ability to
give up his extraordinary powers once the war was won—after
all, he joked, no sick patient ever
developed “so strong an appetite
for emetics during temporary illness as to persist in feeding upon
them through the remainder of his
healthful life.”41 Henry Raymond
of the Times agreed. “The temporary surrender of these rights is a
small price to pay for their permanent and perpetual enjoyment.”42
As long as a state of rebellion
existed, he felt justified in using
the emetic of press suppression
to guarantee the government’s
very survival. He believed the
Constitution not only did not preclude, but warranted, his actions.
“In any future great national
trial,” Lincoln predicted, “compared with the men of this, we
shall have as weak, and as strong;
as silly and as wise; as bad and as
good. Let us, therefore, study the
incidents of this, as philosophy to
learn wisdom from, and none of
them as wrongs to be revenged.”43
Once again “malice toward
none”—especially himself.
Was Lincoln wise or silly—
bad or good? He was at least wise
enough to remain unsure. In later
recalling the episode involving
the Chicago Times, he told an
old friend: “I can only say I was
embarrassed with the question
between what was due to the
Military service on the one hand,
and the Liberty of the Press on the
other… .” And then, in a tortured
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double-negative conclusion that betrayed his own
uncertainty about this fundamental issue, Lincoln
admitted: “I am far from certain to-day that the revocation was not right.”44 What did he mean? It remains
difficult to know.
One thing for certain: Lincoln believed that history, not the courts, would be the ultimate judge. And
even as we learn more about the extent of press suppression under his presidency, we must remember not
only to calculate individual acts of suppression, but

to explore the overall policy, and its limits. Lincoln
never imposed official, widespread censorship policies beyond understandable control of the military
telegraph. The Administration considered each case as
it came, often erring on the side of censorship rather
than liberty, but imposed no blanket muzzle on the
nation’s press during what Lincoln called the nation’s
“fiery trial.”45 The story of this age of thousands of
newspapers, thousands of print voices pro and con, is
not how many were suppressed, but how few.
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I

begin by expressing enormous gratitude to the

New York County Lawyers Association for adding
me to the dazzling roster of lawyers from across
the profession who have delivered the annual
Charles Evans Hughes Lecture, starting with
Harvard Dean Roscoe Pound in 1960. And could
there be a more serendipitous moment for a lecture
named for Charles Evans Hughes? I think not. I’ll
start with some confluences and anniversaries that
make this lecture so especially well timed.
Just one hundred and fifty years ago—April 11,
1862 to be exact—Charles Evans Hughes was born
in Glens Falls, New York to parents of modest means
and high ideals. I feel especially fortunate to be giving this prestigious lecture on the 150th anniversary of
the birth of one of the towering figures of twentiethcentury America—brilliant lawyer and law teacher,
dedicated public servant, Governor of the State of
New York, Secretary of State, narrowly defeated presidential candidate, and Justice and later Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court of the United States. How on
earth, I wonder, did he miss service as a legislator—he
covered everything else! And as he moved from post
to post, in the interstices he filled his spare time
with presidency of the New York County Lawyers
Association, the New York State Bar Association, and
the American Bar Association, as well as by founding
the distinguished Hughes, Hubbard law firm. About

Hughes, Learned Hand wrote that “[s]ure-footed time
will tread-out the lesser figures of our day; but, if our
heritage does not perish, the work of this man and his
example will remain a visible memorial of one who
helped to keep alive and pass on that ordered freedom
without which mankind must lapse into savagery.”1

A Coincidence of History
Staying with anniversaries for the moment, it
was 75 years ago that Chief Justice Hughes led the
Supreme Court of the United States through the most
serious challenge ever mounted to its exercise of constitutional power. By that, of course, I have in mind
President Franklin Roosevelt’s court-packing plan,
proposed in response to the Court’s nullification of
significant portions of the President’s New Deal legislation. Like Chief Justice Hughes, President Roosevelt
was also a former New York State Governor. They
greeted one another as “Governor.” But 75 years ago
our nation’s “ordered freedom” (to use Judge Hand’s
words) was at risk, as the President, Congress, and
Judiciary all sought to define and maintain their
power and our democracy in the wake of the Great
Depression.
Every student of a certain age immediately
equates the name Charles Evans Hughes with the
term “court-packing” and “nine old men.” It is not
my intention to expound at length on this period

Judith S. Kaye, Former Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals of the State of New York, and current Of Counsel to Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, delivered the 49th Charles Evans Hughes Lecture at the New York County Lawyers Association on April
26, 2012. Judge Kaye expresses her gratitude to Marjorie McCoy, former Deputy Clerk of the Court of Appeals, for adding immeasurably to the pleasure of preparing these remarks.
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in our history so well covered by scholars far more
knowledgeable than I. And, indeed, speaking of fortuities, I commend to you the recently published work
of our own New York Law School’s Dean Emeritus
James F. Simon, entitled FDR and Chief Justice Hughes:
The President, the Supreme Court and The Epic Battle
Over the New Deal.2 A compelling read.
How could one not be struck by the coincidence
of this 75th anniversary with today’s banner headline
constitutional confrontation? As we all know, in
March 2012 the Supreme Court heard an unprecedented three days of oral argument in the matters collectively known as the “Obamacare cases,” challenging President Obama’s signature healthcare reform.
Pundits and scholars alike characterize these cases as
a supreme constitutional moment, supreme in every
sense, including the quantity and quality of discourse.
I am for the first time thankful that arguments are
not televised. Outside the Supreme Court were nonstop protests for and against, a small brass band, a
presidential candidate, activists signing autographs
and mugging for the cameras, nonstop press, and
unceasing hyperbole ever since. Even a new Supreme
Court-picking, if not a Supreme Court-packing, plan
has been floated.
Indeed, NPR’s Nina Totenberg called the
Obamacare cases a “constitutional Woodstock.”
Commentators such as Robert Barnes of the
Washington Post, Adam Liptak of the New York Times,
and Erwin Chemerinsky of the University of California
Irvine School of Law were not alone in noting that
the Obamacare cases presented the first time since the
New Deal that a monumental domestic program proposed by the President and passed by Congress faced
review by the Supreme Court of the United States.
They refer back, of course, to 1936, when the
Hughes Court struck down legislative requirements
for the coal industry’s wages and hours, ultimately
laying the groundwork for FDR’s court-packing plan,
which was announced February 5, 1937. As Dean
Chemerinsky commented concerning the Supreme
Court’s pending review of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act: “The potential consequences
socially, legally and politically are enormous. The
outcome could very well shape how health care is
provided in this country for decades to come. If the

court invalidates this law—and one of the issues is
whether the entire act should be struck down—it
will be the first time since the New Deal that a major
federal regulatory statute has been declared unconstitutional. And there is little doubt that whatever the
court decides could have an impact on the outcome
of the November presidential election.”3
Speaking in the Washington Post, Jeff Shesol,
author of Supreme Power: Franklin Roosevelt vs. The
Supreme Court, also noted how the Obamacare litigation parallels the Supreme Court’s consideration of
the progressive New Deal legislation 75 years ago.
Both addressed the scope of federal authority and
how our national government is empowered to deal
with national problems.4 In Shesol’s view, however,
the stakes were considerably higher in Roosevelt’s
time, and public opinion shifted overwhelmingly
to endorse the necessity of the New Deal programs.
He observed that the string of Roosevelt’s programs
reviewed by the Justices actually gave that Court a way
to adjust to that new reality gradually over time.
I felt a particular twinge of concentricity a month
ago, on March 29 to be precise, as I was working on
these remarks. It was on that was the very day, seventyfive years ago, that the Supreme Court announced
seventeen decisions. In the last of these decisions,
West Coast Hotel Company v. Parrish,5 the Court shifted
course and upheld, against a Fourteenth Amendment
due process challenge, the constitutionality of
Washington State’s minimum wage law for female
workers. It was in fact Chief Justice Hughes, a dissenter
in the Court’s earlier five-four cases striking down
minimum wage laws, who announced the decision.
(Chief Justice Hughes and Justice Owen J. Roberts were
swing votes on a bitterly divided Court.) In Parrish,
Justice Roberts (who had previously joined the “Four
Horsemen” in striking down the laws) this time voted
to uphold the law and tipped the balance the other
way, thus furnishing the proverbial “switch in time that
saved nine” and defusing a court-packing showdown.6
Reportedly, just before Chief Justice Hughes
announced the Parrish decision, dissenting Justice
James C. McReynolds picked up his papers and
simply walked off the bench. As I reflected on that
scenario, my heart went out to New York State’s own
great former Chief Judge Benjamin Nathan Cardozo,
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The Hughes Court, 1932-1937
Left to Right Standing: Owen J. Roberts, Pierce Butler, Harlan Fiske Stone, Benjamin N. Cardozo
Sitting: Louis D. Brandeis, Willis Van Devanter, Charles Evans Hughes, James Clark McReynolds, George Sutherland
Photograph by Harris & Ewing, Collection of the Supreme Court of the United States

who in 1932 left the warm collegiality of the New
York Court of Appeals for this raging firestorm at the
Supreme Court. Those years until his death in 1938
could not have been his happiest.
While there have of course been countless other
inter-branch clashes heard before the Supreme Court,
the scope and timing of the Obamacare cases provide
a unique snapshot of constitutional power battles.
Next month will come the end of the Supreme
Court’s current term, and likely the announcement
of its resolution of these cases. We will know then
how each of the branches fared, although it may be a
while before we see the full impact of the decision.

The Turf in General
The subject of constitutional clashes of power
encompasses at least three areas—first, the legitimacy or inherent power of each co-equal branch of
government; second, the separation, or distribution,
of powers among the branches; and third, the division of power between the national government and
the states, known as federalism. I do not intend to
elaborate on the third category, federalism, which
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could extend these remarks beyond patience. Just
think of cases like Baker v. Carr, Bush v. Gore—indeed
the Court’s historic opinion in Brown v. Board of
Education—principally involving issues of the balance
between state and federal governments, each with
separate court systems and constitutions. Indeed, I
didn’t intend to linger on the first area either. As we
all know, Marbury v. Madison7 definitively established
the legitimacy, or inherent power, of the Supreme
Court to review actions of the executive and legislative branches of the federal government. Even the
most notorious and unpopular Supreme Court decisions, like Dred Scott,8 have not altered this basic
acceptance of the idea of judicial review.9
But then came the ruckus kicked up by President
Obama’s comment during a highly publicized news
conference that it “would be an unprecedented,
extraordinary step [for the Supreme Court to overturn] a law that was passed by a strong majority of
a democratically elected Congress.” Among other
things, that provoked a demand from the Fifth Circuit
in an unrelated case for a three-page single-spaced
memorandum addressing the executive branch’s view

Interbranch Tangling

of the judiciary’s power to review legislative acts,
which the Attorney General dutifully furnished. In his
letter, Attorney General Holder reaffirmed that
“[w]here a plaintiff properly invokes the jurisdiction
of a court and presents a justiciable challenge, there
is no dispute that courts properly review the constitutionality of Acts of Congress”—adding, notably, that
“Acts of Congress are ‘presumptively constitutional.’”10
End of story.
So that brings me squarely to the second
area, which will be my focus—the exercise of the
Judiciary’s unquestioned authority to review acts of
the other branches for constitutional validity. While
our popularly elected partners in government have
broad authority to set social policy, address national
problems and serve the public will, it remains for
the Judiciary—with deference and independence (a
potent mixture!)—to assure the maintenance of our
constitutional ideals and values. Not an easy task, as I
can tell you from firsthand experience.

Focus on New York State
Back to the subject of anniversaries, I add that I
have now passed the three-year mark since the end of
my glorious term as a Judge, and then Chief Judge, of
the Court of Appeals of the State of New York. Three
years is not 150 years, or even seventy five, but still
it’s sufficient distance to permit me to reflect a bit
on the delicate subject of interbranch tangling at the
state level, where the courts are from time to time
drawn into constitutional controversies involving our
partners in government.
Of course, every state has its own constitution.
Ours is a hefty forty-six-page, tightly printed document with some provisions duplicating the federal
charter, many worded a bit differently but similar in
substance, and many unique to New York, with our
own state constitutional history. Every New York public officer, every New York attorney, swears to uphold
both the Constitution of the United States and the
Constitution of the State of New York.
Decisions of the New York State high court
are generally the last word on the New York State
Constitution. Even on equivalent state and federal
constitutional provisions, the New York State court
cannot go below the federal floor of rights, but it

can raise the ceiling of rights under its state charter.
It will, for example, be interesting to see how the
Supreme Court’s recent decision upholding strip
searches11 fares under the New York constitutional
protection against unreasonable searches and seizures, should defendants assert a separate, higher
state constitutional standard.
I can tell you that after twenty five years, three
months, nineteen days and twelve precious hours, I
left the Court of Appeals with a much finer appreciation of the tremendously difficult separation of
powers issues arising under our constitutions than
I had previously imagined. It goes without saying
that, if there were precise constitutional language and
authoritative precedents that resolved the hot-button
issues, a case would never reach the high court. Just
as at the federal level, always there are judgments to
be made by judges, independently and deferentially.
That’s what courts are there for.
So, how have issues of constitutional power
played out in New York State? Thankfully, not by
evoking the national drama of Obamacare, but they
still can sometimes be pretty dicey. With that in
mind, and even with the distance of several years
from the end of my court service, I intend to stay on
solid ground—meaning that I will offer only a few
examples, all cases decided during my tenure, and I
will limit myself to the competing views as expressed
in the court’s writings themselves. My point is simply
to highlight the delicate balancing these cases require,
the public issues at stake, and the various positions
that can be taken in such matters.
My first examples, Silver v. Pataki12 and Pataki v.
New York State Assembly,13 were disputes between the
executive and legislative branches, each accusing the
other of overstepping limitations on their roles as set
out in Article III of the New York State Constitution
regarding authority to allocate the state budget.
The Court played the role of umpire between the
branches. These were not the first such disputes and
surely will not be the last, as budget battles invariably
continue between the branches. The cases divided the
Court of Appeals three ways: a three-judge plurality
wholly adopting the position of the Governor, a more
limiting concurrence joined in by two members of
the majority, and a two-judge dissent.
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The New York State Court of Appeals, 2001
Left to Right: Eugene F. Pigott, Jr., Susan Phillips Read, Carmen Beauchamp Ciparick, Judith S. Kaye, Victoria A. Graffeo,
Robert S. Smith, Theodore T. Jones, Jr.
New York State Court of Appeals Collection

The plurality began by expressing doubt that any
meaningful line between broad and narrow budgetary
changes “could ever be drawn.” And it drew none,
concluding that to permit the Legislature to rewrite
the details of the Governor’s budget, as embodied in
his appropriation bills, would be inconsistent with
the aims of the executive budget system. In their view
it was the Governor, not the Legislature, who was
expected by the constitutional framers to produce an
economical and systematic plan for the annual budget of the State. Period.
The two concurring Court of Appeals judges took
issue with the proposition that no meaningful line
could be drawn between gubernatorial and legislative
budgeting powers, observing that line-drawing is what
courts do! The concurrence then went on to set out
a test, consisting of a number of factors to determine
when an appropriation becomes unconstitutionally
legislative, such as its effect on substantive law, the
durational impact of the provision and the history
and custom of the budgetary process. The two judges
concluded in the process that their test was necessarily imperfect, but was better than no test at all.
The dissenters saw the constitutional budgeting
scheme differently: as a careful system of checks and
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balances in which the Governor has initial authority over state finances, and in which the Legislature,
while it can always make the determination to spend
less, is forbidden from spending more than what is
contained in the Governor’s appropriation bills. The
dissent concluded that the Governor had taken on the
legislative function in this regard and intruded upon
the Legislature’s untrammeled authority with respect
to those bills. While agreeing that the precise line may
be difficult to fix, the dissent posited that “the better
question may well be not what the Governor can do
in an appropriation bill, but what the Legislature can
do in response.” Most tellingly, the dissent cautioned
that the Court’s unbounded view of executive authority set a brand new “template for the future.” That is
always a concern in decisions of a court of last resort.
Turning next to the Court of Appeals’ constitutional review of legislation enacted by our partners
in government, three subjects spring to mind: the
death penalty, marriage equality, and the school funding cases. Again, the clashes I will be describing are
hardly unique for our high court, or courts generally.
Each of them I recall with crystal clarity.
Of the school funding cases, I will say only this.
In its very own Education Article, Article XI, the New
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tem of government.
York State Constitution
Our marriage equaluniquely directs that the
ity case, Hernandez v.
“legislature shall provide
Robles,15 centered on
for the maintenance and
support of a system of
the more generalized
free common schools,
guarantees of due prowherein all the children
cess as well as our state
of this state may be educonstitutional equal
cated.” A guaranteed sysprotection clause. Like
tem of free education for
the guarantee of due
all the State’s children
process, our equal proJudge Kaye delivering the 49th Charles Evans Hughes Lecture at the tection clause is hardly
was important enough
New York County Lawyers Association on April 26, 2012
to garner its own article
formulaic. It reads
Courtesy New York County Lawyers Association
in our Constitution. But
“[n]o person shall be
what exactly does this
denied the equal protecmandate require? Again, the Constitution is hardly
tion of the laws of this state or any subdivision thereprecise in directing the legislature on what it must
of.” Whether New York’s Domestic Relations Law is
do. The trio of school funding appeals14 known as the
consistent with the constitutional guarantee of equal
protection as it has developed through the centuries
“Campaign for Fiscal Equity,” or CFE, drew our trial
requires study, thought, judgment. Again, Hernandez
and appellate courts to an unprecedented degree into
divided the six judges who constituted the Court of
determining issues of educational financing, content
Appeals into three extensive opinions.
and resources, hence raising and deciding a host of
At the root of the many differences that separated
separation of powers issues.
the judges, including the requisite level of scrutiny,
In the course of re-reading those cases, I realized
was the question of whose role it was to decide
it would be impossible for me adequately to portray
this fundamental societal issue. The majority saw it
the underlying clash among the branches without
exclusively for the Legislature. For the dissenters, it
similarly engulfing you in the complexities of the
was uniquely the function of the judicial branch to
State’s constitutional promise to ensure the availability
safeguard individual liberties guaranteed by the New
of a sound basic education to all its children. Suffice it
York State Constitution, and to order redress for their
to say that, in a court long known for the goals of clarviolation. In the word of the dissent, “[t]he Court’s
ity and unanimity, the 1995 CFE appeal generated five
duty to protect constitutional rights is an imperative
extensive writings, replete with authorities, among six
of the separation of powers, not its enemy.”16
judges. The subsequent 2003 and 2006 appeals each
produced three significant opinions.
My final example centers on the death penalty
Always we were unanimous in our concern for
which, as you no doubt recall, became a fierce camthe welfare of New York’s schoolchildren but, as
paign issue in the 1994 race for Governor. Indeed,
individual judges, we assessed the Court’s responsibilthe very first legislation signed by Governor Pataki
ity and power relative to its partners in government
reinstated capital punishment in New York.
very differently. Today, I am sure that each of my
My own education in the art of judging actually
Colleagues who participated in the CFE appeals—
began with People v. Lemuel Smith,17 argued April 23,
whatever their views and their votes—remains hope1984, seven months after I arrived on the Court of
ful that state and local policymakers will continue to
Appeals directly from private commercial practice,
strive to give modern-day reality to the mandate of
and persisted for the next twenty three years, through
Article XI of our State Constitution, and that watchful
People v. Taylor,18 decided October 23, 2007. In each
advocates will continue to press those issues in the
of our death penalty cases, the Court of Appeals
courts as appropriate. That is the essence of our sysconcluded that provisions of the statutes denied the
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defendant due
process of law,
and that those
offending provisions could, or
could not, be
severed without
misshaping the
law.
In each
case, the court
was heatedly
Barak Obama
divided, with at
Official Portrait
least two extensive opinions.
In the latter of the cases, Taylor, the critical fourth vote
to overturn the death penalty, putting an end to New
York’s death penalty, was actually furnished by one
of the dissenters in the earlier cases, on the ground
that the Court’s prior decision in La Valle19 rendered
the death penalty invalid; and while the Legislature
could have repaired the statute, it chose not to do so.
After Taylor, and the tens if not hundreds of millions
of dollars New York had spent on the death penalty, I
believe the Governor, the Legislature, and the people
had enough of the death penalty.
The death penalty saga, from 1983 to 2007,
reminds me, by the way, not only of the evolution of
the law and the impact of the three branches on one
another, but also of the inevitable effect over a period
of years of a court of five, or seven or nine dedicated
individuals on one another. Let’s reserve that meaty
subject for another day.

Conclusion
Charles Evans Hughes wisely revealed little of his
personal thoughts and emotions during the constitutional crisis that entangled his Court with the other
two branches. He did, however, express the view in
his later autobiography that “the controversy had the
good effect of revealing the strength of public sentiment in support of the independence of the Court.
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That independence is not a
vague, collective
attribute; it
means the actual
independence of
the Justices. They
are supposed to
have shown at
the bar or on the
bench the learning, integrity and
Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.
stability which
Official Portrait
will assure the
expert, independent, and conscientious discharge of the supreme
duty of maintaining the provisions of the organic law
against either executive or legislative departures.”20
In other words, whatever their personal views
and experiences, and no matter how they came to
their position, judges must be sensitive to, and protective of, separation of powers principles in all their
ramifications and complexities. Imagine: in just a few
sentences Chief Justice Hughes used some form of
the word “independent” four times. Having no power
over the sword or the purse, clearly the strength of
our judiciary lies in the public perception of its independence and integrity. May that ever be so.

Postcript
June 28, 2012: The Obamacare cases are resolved
by a deeply divided Court,21 Chief Justice Roberts
breaching the partisan divide by finding a way to
uphold the most controversial provision of the law. I
like Dean Simon’s words—commenting on three former great Supreme Court Chief Justices who took their
colleagues above party politics—that Chief Justice
Roberts “may have begun to heed Hughes’ advice to
project an institutional image of non-partisanship. If
he continues to lead the court in that spirit, he may
well build his own legacy of greatness.”22
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x Rutgers v. Waddington x
Alexander Hamilton and the Birth Pangs of Judicial Review
David A. Weinstein

I

t is a widely held view, both among members of
the bar and the general public, that the principle
of judicial review was established by Justice
John Marshall in Marbury v. Madison.1 Marbury,
however, was not the first time that the courts
of the new American Republic confronted the argument that a legislative enactment was in conflict with
a state or federal constitutional provision, and was
therefore void. One of the first decisions to wrestle

“Plan of a parcel of ground together with the buildings erected
thereon…in the North Ward of the City of New York surveyed at
the Request of Mr. Anthony Rutgers this 27th May 1772”
Bancker plans. Manuscripts and Archives Division. The New York Public Library.
Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations.
[Note: Henry Dawson reports (see note 21) that the brewery was located on the north
side of Maiden Lane, to the east of William Street. This map, in contrast, depicts the
brewery as situated on the west side of William Street, on a lot adjacent to the one
described by Dawson. Since Dawson is not always accurate, and absent evidence
that two breweries existed on Maiden Lane at the time, it seems likely — although not
certain — that this image depicts the property at the heart of this case.]

David A. Weinstein is a Judge on the New York State Court of Claims, and a member of the New York State Commission on Judicial
Conduct. He lives in Bethlehem, New York with his wife and three children.
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with such questions after the colonies declared their
independence—and the first in which a state statute
was challenged as usurping matters properly within
federal jurisdiction—was in the New York State case
of Rutgers v. Waddington.2 While the Rutgers Court
did not ultimately strike down the statute before it,
the Court effectively rendered key elements thereof a
nullity. Moreover, Rutgers holds an outsized place in
the evolution of American constitutional law because
defendants’ counsel, and the primary attorney urging
on the Court an expansive notion of judicial power,
was Alexander Hamilton, who went on to provide
the foundational rationale for judicial review in
The Federalist. Both Hamilton’s role and the unprecedented nature of the question before the Court give
Rutgers a unique place in American legal history.

Background
The concept that courts have the authority to
overturn an act of the legislature did not originate in
the United States. It received its first judicial approbation in the 1610 English decision in Bonham’s Case, in
which Lord Coke famously stated that “when an Act
of Parliament is against common right and reason, or
repugnant, or impossible to be performed, the common law will controul it, and adjudge such Act to
be void.”3 Views similar to Coke’s were pronounced
in “a handful” of other cases, but by the time of the
Revolution “the principle of judicial review had been
decisively rejected in Great Britain.”4 In particular,
Blackstone—the preeminent source of legal authority
for Americans of the colonial era5—stated unequivocally that a court had no power to overturn the acts of
Parliament.6
Nonetheless, the notion that an act of Parliament
or the Crown could be “unconstitutional” (even in the
absence of a written constitution) was clearly one the
American patriots understood, and that term was used
in their protestations against the various actions of
the Crown that gave birth to the revolt against British
rule.7 Moreover, during the colonial era, private parties
could appeal cases to the Privy Council on the ground
that they were inconsistent with British Law.8 Thus
the principle that a local statute must give way when
inconsistent with the enactment of a superior sovereign was a part of the colonial legal framework.

During the revolutionary era, states also developed their own written constitutions, which provided
a formal governing framework, absent from British
law, against which the legality of legislative acts
could be judged.9 New York’s Constitution, enacted
in 1777, established a specific mechanism to address
bills passed by the Legislature that were “inconsistent with the spirit of this constitution, or with the
public good”: a joint executive-judicial body called
the Council of Revision. The Council had the power
to review legislation and return it with objections,
which could be overridden by a two-thirds vote of the
Legislature.10 The drafters appear to have intended the
Council to serve a function which proponents of judicial review later envisioned for the courts: as a counterweight to the potential radicalism of the popularly
elected legislature.11
The first state court experiments in proto-judicial
review had their genesis in the anti-loyalist legislation enacted by many states in the waning days of the
Revolutionary War.12 New York State again provides
a fitting example. Since New York City served as a
loyalist “mecca” during seven years of British occupation, sentiment against those who had sided with the
Crown was particularly raw there, and the populist
forces that sought vengeance and recompense against
wealthy Tory merchants held a strong majority in the
Legislature in the early 1780’s.13 As a result, New York
State enacted a lengthy list of harsh acts directed at
loyalists that dwarfed those of other states.14
One such statute was the Trespass Act, which
became law on March 17, 1783. The Act provided
that any New York resident who “by reason of the
Invasion of the Enemy[] left his [or] her . . . Place[]
of Abode” would have an action sounding in trespass
“against any Person . . . who may have occupied,
injured, or destroyed his [or] her . . . Estate . . . within the Power of the Enemy.” Pointedly, the legislature
provided that no defendant could plead “in justification, any military Order or Command whatever, of
the Enemy, for such Occupancy, Injury, Destruction or
Receipt.”15
Support for such punitive legislation was not
universal. A conservative faction centered around the
State’s land-holding and mercantile elites, and which
included such patriot luminaries as John Jay, believed
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that penalizing Loyalists undermined America’s
commerce by driving propertied men into exile and
undermining the new country’s relationships with
Europe.16 These views were articulated in detail in a
January 1784 letter authored by Hamilton, George
Washington’s former aide-de-camp, and published
under the pen name Phocion. “Phocion” cautioned
readers that anti-loyalist acts would cause “a loss of
character in Europe,” as they would demonstrate that
Americans were a people “on whose engagement
of course no dependence can be placed.” He also
argued that these laws trespassed on the authority of
Congress, which had “the sole power of making treaties with foreign nations.” 17
The Trespass Act had been approved by the
Council of Revision, but there is no evidence that the
Council was aware at that time of a potential legal
obstacle to anti-Tory laws: the Treaty of Paris, which
set forth the terms of peace between Great Britain and
the United States.18 The Treaty’s specific provisions
guaranteed only limited protections for loyalists.
Article V provided that Congress would “earnestly
recommend” to the States various steps to aid former Tories, including the restoration of confiscated
properties, and Article VI barred future confiscations
and prosecutions of individuals for their part in the
war, or acts that would cause them to “suffer any
future Loss or Damage” on account thereof.19 More
broadly, though, the Treaty meant an end the conflict,
and this was implicitly at odds with laws punishing
Britain’s partisans. Thus, in January 1784 the Council
of Revision disapproved two acts directed at the rights
of loyalists on the ground that they violated the
Treaty and found that one of the bills ran afoul of the
“law of nations” as well.20 As to the already-enacted
Trespass Act, any conflict between it and the Treaty
would need to be tested in court. Rutgers provided
the vehicle for such a challenge.

The Litigation
The Rutgers suit was something of a “test case”
for the supporters of the Trespass Act,21 and the tale
underlying it was deeply sympathetic: an elderly
and impoverished patriot widow, Elizabeth Rutgers,
sought recompense from two wealthy British
merchants, Benjamin Waddington and Evelyn
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Pierrepont.22 At the war’s outset, Rutgers held title to
a brewery on Maiden Lane in Manhattan, but when
British troops occupied New York City in 1776 she
fled, leaving her property behind. On June 10, 1778,
the Commissary General—a civilian employee of the
British treasury that took charge of property for use
by the British Army23—licensed the use of the brewery
to the two merchants.24 Waddington and Pierrepont
then invested substantial funds to repair the brewery,
which had been a “shambles” when they took possession.25 On May 1, 1780, they received a license to
occupy the property from the British Commanderin-Chief in North America, and were directed by
him to pay £150 rent to a British agent, to be used
for the support of New York’s poor.26 On that basis,
they continued to hold and operate the brewery until
June 1783, when they were directed by the British
Commander to pay rent to Rutgers’s agent. Various
unsuccessful efforts were made by Rutgers and the
merchants to reach a monetary settlement when,
two days before the British evacuated New York on
November 25, the brewery burned to the ground.27
The property was soon restored to Ms. Waddington,
and she commenced the lawsuit.28
Given the importance of the Rutgers suit, it
attracted the paragons of New York’s legal profession. Alexander Hamilton, who had been admitted
to the bar less than two years earlier, represented the
defendants, and was joined in his representation of
the two British subjects by two other veterans of the
Continental Army: future United States Supreme
Court Justice Brockholz Livingston and future New
York Governor Morgan Lewis. Counsel for plaintiff
were also of great prominence: Attorney General
Egbert Benson (who was Rutgers’s nephew, as well
as a former member of the conservative faction of
the Legislature), future United States Senator John
Lawrence, and Revolutionary War veterans William
Wilcox and Colonel Robert Troup. 29
Hamilton’s appearance for two Tories was consistent with his long-held views on loyalists; even
before the Phocion letters, Hamilton had a history
of defending those who maintained fealty to the
Crown. When a patriot mob set upon King’s College
President and ardent Tory Myles Cooper in April
1775, Hamilton (though at this stage a passionate
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unique position to assess
revolutionary) stood at the
the arguments in the case.
entrance of Cooper’s residence
Defendants’ central contenand urged the mob to desist.30
tion was that the 1777 New
This was but one incident in
York Constitution and the
what Hamilton’s biographer
Articles of Confederation
describes as a “recurring theme”
were at odds with the
in his career of “the superiority
Trespass Act, and Duane was
of forgiveness over revolutionconnected with all three. He
ary vengeance.”31 Moreover,
had served on the committee
New York’s anti-Loyalist laws
that drafted the New York
were inimical to Hamilton’s
Constitution,36 participated
support for a strong central
government controlling foreign
in writing the Articles of
affairs, and his vision of an
Confederation,37 and was
economy driven by trade and
present in the New York State
manufacturing demanded the
Senate when the Trespass Act
protection of property rights
was enacted, although the
against “mob” rule.32 On a
legislative record does not
reflect his views on the Act.38
practical level, Hamilton saw
James Duane
the exodus of Tories from
Further, Duane was a
Mayor of New York City (1784-1789)
New York City as harmful to
large
holder of land upstate,
by Robert E. Pine, ca. 1784, Object #1948.54
Collection of The New York Historical Society
its fragile economic prospects.
and had been associated with
Waddington himself was a
the conservative elements of
perfect exemplar of how an ex-Tory could help return
the Legislature; both he and Varick subscribed to the
New York City to economic vibrancy; the month
view that anti-loyalist actions were needlessly deprivbefore the litigation commenced, he had signed on as
ing New York State of important “men of property.”39
a director of the newly created Bank of New York, one
At the same time, he was beholden to the anti-loyalist
of Hamilton’s signature projects.33
legislature for his position. Days before Rutgers was
filed, Duane had
The case was
been designated
to be heard by the
Mayor by, and
Mayor’s Court,
thus served at
presided over by
the pleasure of,40
New York Mayor
James Duane, City
the Council of
Recorder Richard
Appointments.
Varick, and five
The Council
aldermen.34 Duane
was a body
composed of the
was a prominent
Governor George
and well-respected
Clinton—a
figure among the
staunch supporter
New York revoluof laws disenfrantionary leadership,
chising Tories—
having served in
and four senators
the Continental
Old City Hall, Plan of the second story showing the Mayor’s Court, lower left
selected by the
Congress.35 He
1855 Manual of the Corporation of the City of New York
Courtesy of the New York State Library, Manuscripts and Special Collections
State Assembly.41
was also in a
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While Duane had extensive
experience as a lawyer, in his judicial role he was (like Hamilton
as an attorney) a neophyte. On
February 24, 1784, Duane and
Varick received writs for the first
time, and Rutgers was among the
cases commenced on that day.42
Despite his lack of experience,
Duane clearly commanded the
respect of the parties. Because the
case concerned a sum in excess of
£20, it could have been removed
from the Mayor’s Court, yet neither
side chose to avail itself of this
option.43
The world of the post-colonial
legal elite was small and close knit.
A 1786 directory listed 35 lawyers
in New York City, and 12 times as
many prostitutes.44 Personal ties
among the Rutgers attorneys, and
between the lawyers and the court,
abounded. Hamilton and Troup
had been roommates at King’s
College and thereafter, and Troup
was later named, for a time, executor of Hamilton’s will.45 Hamilton
and Varick had been present
together at the home of General
Benedict Arnold when his treachery
was first revealed, while plaintiff’s
counsel Lawrence conducted the
court martial of Arnold’s spy, John
Andre.46 Of particular note were
the ties between Hamilton and
Duane. In 1780, at Duane’s request,
Hamilton wrote the then-Congressman a letter articulating his vision
for improving the country’s governance. The letter set forth in detail
Hamilton’s support for a strong central government—
a “solid coercive union” as he termed it.47 Hamilton
argued for the “complete sovereignty” of the national
government in foreign affairs, including the power of
Congress to “mak[e] peace on such conditions as [it]
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First page of Hamilton’s notes from the case
Special Collections, Hamilton College

think[s] proper.”48 Only months before the Rutgers litigation commenced, Hamilton also expressed in correspondence with Duane his opposition to anti-Tory
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actions, stating that New York
Act as inconsistent with sevhad “already lost too large a
eral levels of higher authority:
number of valuable citizens”
the “law of nations,” the
due to such steps.49
peace treaty with England,
and the power of the national
Duane had also been
government to conduct
something of a professional
foreign affairs. The first of
mentor to Hamilton. When
these arguments—that the
the latter studied law in 1782,
Trespass Act was contrary to
Duane made available his
the “law of nations”—was the
extensive Albany library for
legal linchpin of defendants’
Hamilton’s use. (Hamilton
case. But how did general
was further assisted in his
principles of international
legal studies by later Rutgers
law, drawn from various legal
adversary Troup, who resided
theorists, trump an act of the
with Hamilton during this
New York Legislature? For
period for that purpose.)50
this part of their argument,
As might be expected
the defendants relied upon
from a case involving the
a provision of the New York
State’s top citizens and
Constitution of 1777, which
touching on issues of emodeclared that the common
tional sensitivity and politilaw was “part of the law of
cal import, Rutgers attracted
Alexander Hamilton
the land.” Since the law of
great attention. According to
by John Trumbull, 1792
nations was part of the coman 1866 account, it “excited
Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
mon law, defendants cona degree of interest that no
tended, it thereby obtained a
other case in this State ha[d]
constitutional status. This argument effectively ignored
ever produced.”51 Argument was heard on June 29,
a qualifying phrase in the constitutional text: the com1784, before “a crowded and attentive auditory,”52 in
mon law was “subject to such alterations and provia hall which—to add to the emotional impact—had
53
sions as the legislature of this State shall, from time to
been “desecrated and defaced by British troops.”
time, make,” 56 which seemed (one commentator has
Unsurprisingly, later accounts indicate that public
sympathies lay strongly with the patriot plaintiff,
noted) to allow “the legislature [to] alter the common
and there was widespread skepticism regarding the
law so received [as] it did in the Trespass Act.”57
defense’s chances. As Hamilton recalled to President
Defendants also argued that, under the law of
Washington years later: “a general opinion was enternations, injuries suffered in relation to a war are
tained, embracing almost our whole bar, as well as
forgiven upon its conclusion. Since defendants came
the public, that it was useless to attempt a defense .
into possession of the Maiden Lane brewery when
. . .”54 After all, the statute explicitly forbade defenthe British military captured the city, any injury that
plaintiff suffered from its seizure bore a “relationdants’ only apparent argument: that defendants held
ship” to the war.58 Plaintiff objected, contending, for
the property in compliance with the directives of the
occupying power.
one thing, that British military orders should not be
Nonetheless, Hamilton constructed a multifacetgranted such deference because Britain’s cause was
ed attack on the statute, which can be gleaned primarunjust.
ily from Hamilton’s personal notes, the files of the
Hamilton’s rebuttal must have been difficult for
Mayor’s Court having unfortunately been destroyed in
many colonists to swallow: the law of nations had
an 1858 fire.55 The defendants challenged the Trespass
no concern for which party was in the wrong in a
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“constitutional authority”
conflict, since the combatants
of the federal government
acknowledge “no common
is “no law”; that is, it is null
Judge” by which the question
and void.69 (Hamilton supcould be decided.59 Thus,
“[w]hatever arguments may
ported his contention that a
be drawn from the original
statute could be “adjudged”
justice or injustice of the quarvoid, in his notes, by referrel they must all cease after
ence to Bonham’s Case.70)
the treaty of peace; which
And the State court had the
includes an amnesty for all
power to make such a findinjuries in the war.”60 Such an
ing of unconstitutionality
because “[t]he judges of each
amnesty, Hamilton contended,
state must of necessity be
was implicit in every peace
judges of the United States,”
treaty,61 which is akin to a
and must therefore “take
contract setting the rights of
notice of the law of Congress
the parties and their citizens.
as a part of the law of the
In that contract, “compensaland.”71 Since the Articles
tion, recompence, retribution
or indemnity . . . whether to
of Confederation lacked a
the public or to individuals . . .
national judiciary, 72 only
were mutually and reciprocally
by vesting this power in the
Egbert Benson
. . . relinquished.”62 It would
state courts could Hamilton
NYS Attorney General (1777-1788)
posit any meaningful sort of
therefore “be an infringement
by Gilbert Stuart, 1794
judicial review.
of the laws of nations to make
Courtesy of John D. Gordon, III, private collection
These assertions were
persons afterwards liable.”63
extraordinary in a country that had granted only
The claim that the Treaty embraced such an
minimal authority to its central government. The
amnesty, however, begged another question: whether,
defense nonetheless argued that this supreme power
in the absence of anything like the Constitution’s
was delegated by the States to Congress, relying on
Supremacy Clause in the Articles of Confederation,64
the reference in the Declaration of Independence to
the treaty bound the State of New York at all, parCongress’s power to make war and peace.73 To rebut
ticularly as the State ultimately refused to ratify it.65
Defendants answered this challenge on several levels.
the argument that, having approved the Declaration,
First, the United States could only function in the
New York could withdraw from its terms as it wished,
arena of foreign affairs if the national government
Hamilton relied again on the principles of contract
was paramount. As Hamilton put it: “Our External
law: “It is absurd to say, One of the parties to a conSovereignty is only known in the Union. Foreign
tract may at pleasure alter it without the consent of
Nations only recognize it in the Union.”66 In essence,
the others.”74 Finally, Hamilton argued (in language
defendants thus asserted the existence of an implied
that betrayed his broader agenda) that if Congress
Supremacy Clause in the area of international relacould not bind a state to a treaty of peace because it
tions, so that the Congressional power to make
would interfere with its internal police power, then
treaties is “a law Paramount to that of any particular
“the Confederation is the shadow of a shade!”75
state.”67 Once Congress made a treaty, “it would be
The defendants’ arguments were suffused with
a breach of the Confederation”—and of Congress’s
the kind of policy concerns that had long been at the
“constitutional authority”—to violate it.68
root of the conservative faction’s opposition to antiloyalist acts, and that were articulated in the Phocion
From there, it was a short leap to a more momenletters. In particular, Hamilton argued the outcome of
tous proposition: a State law that conflicts with the
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the case would impact American foreign relations; it
would make “good or ill impressions,” depending on
the result,76 and could even lead to war in the event
New York continued to flout the precepts of international legality.77
Finally, Hamilton and his co-counsel contended
that, even if the Legislature had the ability to enact
legislation contrary to international legal principles,
the Trespass Act should not be so construed. Rather,
the Court should suppose the framers of the law
“wise and honest,” and accordingly construe their
intention so as not to violate the Treaty and law of
nations.78 Another proffered alternative was that the
statute did not embrace British subjects, like the two
merchants Hamilton represented.79
The documents setting forth plaintiff’s arguments
have not been preserved, except for a brief pleading. The key points made by Rutgers’ counsel can,
however, be found in both an 1855 account based
on court records and in the Court’s opinion. Plaintiff
asserted that each state was an independent sovereign
with the power to pass laws regulating the rights and
liabilities of its own citizenry. Such sovereignty was
“absolute and beyond control.”80 Plaintiff contested
the assertion that the compact between the states
was unbreakable, asserting that each state could leave
the union at any time of its choosing.81 Plaintiff also
noted the Act’s explicit prohibition on defendants’
reliance on military justification.82 Finally, plaintiff
argued that since the British had been the unjust
party to the American War of Independence, they
acquired no rights by their conduct in that war.83
While all counsel had the opportunity to speak
during the argument, it was the neophyte Hamilton
who was the primary advocate for the defense, while
Attorney General Benson played this role for the
plaintiff.84 According to the one available account by
an observer of the proceedings (Benson’s law clerk
James Kent), each of the advocates rose to the occasion. Livingston, for example, was “copious, fluent,
abounding in skillful criticism and beautiful reflections.” As to Hamilton, Kent describes him as having
“soared far above all competition . . . . The audience
listened with rapt admiration to his impassioned
eloquence.”85 The Court itself seemed to second
these impressions in its opinion, praising the “young

gentlemen, just called to the bar, from the active and
honorable scenes of a military life, already so distinguished as public speakers.”86

The Decision

On August 17, 1784, the Court issued its ruling, followed ten days later by an extensive written
decision authored by Duane with the assistance of
Varick.87 (The aldermen apparently played no role
in the decision—a wise exclusion, perhaps, given
that one had a pending Trespass Act suit, in which
Hamilton appeared for the defense.88) The Court’s
reasoning and result walked a careful and somewhat
tortured line between deference to the Legislature and
what it perceived to be the requirements of the “law
of nations.”89 In the opinion, Duane manifested a
clear awareness of the portentous nature of the issues
before him. He observed at the outset (with emphasis
in the original) that the matter involved “questions,
which must affect the national character:. . . Questions
whose decision will record the spirit of our Courts to
prosperity [sic]! Questions which embrace the whole
law of nations!”90 Cognizant of the political sensitivity of such issues, the Court committed its opinion
to writing so that its words would not be “misunderstood or misapplied.”91
The Court initially rejected plaintiff’s argument
that the “customary and voluntary law of nations”
did not bind the several states, finding that New
York’s Constitution incorporated the common law, of
which the law of nations was a “branch.”92 Moreover,
the Court held that since the United States had
joined “the nations of the earth,” compliance with
international legal standards had become “an indispensable obligation.”93 Abrogation of such precepts
by “a single state, must be contrary to the very nature
of the confederacy . . . as well as dangerous to the
union itself.”94 The Court further accepted defendants’
contention that the power to make war and peace,
even under the loose union established by the Articles
of Confederation, was the province of the national
government, and “no State . . . can alter or abridge, in
a single point, the federal articles of the treaty” with
Great Britain.95 And while the Court conceded that
the Act was not repugnant to any particular title of
the treaty, it found it to run contrary to the “construc-
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tive” amnesty which could be reasoned “from the law
of nations to the treaty.”96
Like defendants’ counsel, the Court expressed
concern about the harm to the reputation and
prospects of the new nation that would be caused
by ignoring internationally accepted norms. Duane
fretted that “if we should not recognize the law of
nations, neither ought the benefit of that law to be
extended to us: and it would follow that our commerce
and our persons, in foreign parts, would be unprotected by the great sanctions, which it has enjoined.”97 In
light of these principles, the Court found that “restitution of the . . . rents and issues of houses and lands,
which have been bona fide, collected by or under the
authority of the British Commander, while he held
possession of the city, cannot, according to the law of
nations, be required.”98
Yet, having walked to the precipice of finding
that the Legislature had exceeded its authority, the
Court flinched from claiming the power to strike
down its acts. Rather, it made the following assertion,
seemingly at odds with the remainder of the opinion:
“The supremacy of the Legislature need not be called
into question; if they think fit positively to enact a law,
there is no power which can controul them. When
the main object of such law is clearly expressed, and
the intention manifest, the Judges are not at liberty,
altho’ it appears to them unreasonable, to reject it:
for this were to set the judicial above the legislative,
which would be subversive of all government.”99
Indeed, Duane noted that New York had established
a Council of Revision so as to avoid this problem,
although the decision of such Council should not
“have the force of adjudication.”100
The Court resolved this seeming contradiction
by finding that, while the Legislature could act as it
wished, repealing the law of nations “could not have
been in contemplation” by the Legislature when it
passed the Act. If it had desired such a result, it would
have said so explicitly, given that it is a matter of
“highest national concern.”101 Thus, the decision construed the legislative intent behind the Trespass Act
as conforming to the Court’s construction of the law
of nations and, notwithstanding the specific language
precluding defendants from raising a defense of military justification, as importing into the statute just
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such a defense. As one article summarized the Court’s
Solomonic reasoning: “While the Mayor’s Court did
not explicitly claim the power to nullify the statute,
that is in effect what it did.”102
Addressing the specific facts before it, the Court
held that from June 1778 through May 1780, when
defendants held the brewery by license of the civilian
commissary general, the possession was not related
to the war, and thus an action for damages was
not barred by international law.103 From May 1780
through the time defendants surrendered the premises in 1783, however, they held the property by license
of the British military commander. That phase of the
occupation was related to the war, the Court found,
and it denied the damages action for that period as
contrary to the law of nations. A jury was convened
to determine damages, and it assessed the sum of
791 pounds, 13 shillings and four pence for Rutgers,
a sum less than one-tenth the 8,000 pounds she had
originally sought.104

The Aftermath

This remarkably successful outcome for the
defendants quickly faced an impassioned backlash.
In Duane’s words, the ruling “produced the Censure
promulgated in the papers,” accusing him of trying to “controul the operation of the Legislature.”105
Hamilton himself said, a decade later, that the decision of the Mayor’s Court “was the subject of a severe
animadversion at a popular meeting in this city as a
judiciary encroachment on the legislative authority of
the State.”106 Such a meeting did take place as recalled
by Hamilton, and a committee was appointed to
prepare a public message on the case, whose members included Anthony Rutgers (plaintiff’s son) and
Melancton Smith.107 The latter figure, described by
one observer as the “life and soul” of the opposition,108 later served as one of Hamilton’s primary foils
during the debates over constitutional ratification.109
The opponents’ notice, which was published in
the New York Packet and the American Advertiser, treated the case as one in which the Court exercised the
“power to set aside an Act of the State,” protestations
to the contrary in Duane’s opinion notwithstanding.110 Indeed, the advertisement largely ignored the
specifics of the Court’s ruling, and instead trained its
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obligation, continue to give
place to vain prejudices in
favour of the Independance
“That there should be a power
and Soverignty of the individvested in Courts of Judicature,
ual States. I have endevourd .
whereby they might control
. . to inculcate more enlarged
the supreme Legislative power
and liberal principles; but
we think is absurd in itself.
the Spirit of the times seems
Such power in Courts would
opposed to My feeble efforts,
be destructive of liberty, and
and I have lost credit with
remove all security of property.
our Assembly, tho’ I hope not
The design of Courts of Justice
with the world.”116 Hamilton,
. . . is to declare laws, not to
for his part, was undeterred
alter them.”111
by the uproar. He represented
Tories in forty four additional
These protests were soon
Trespass Act suits and in
followed by proposals for
numerous other cases.117 He
legislative action and calls for
Melancton Smith
took
this path despite conthe judges’ removal, a pattern
Prominent citizen & member of committee
stant
calumnies in the press,
repeated elsewhere when early
opposing the decision
which
condemned him for
American courts found legislaCourtesy New York Public Library
112
representing
“the most abantive actions invalid.
118 Hamilton
doned
.
.
.
scoundrels
in
the
universe.”
Ultimately, the Legislature adopted a resolution
never
again,
though,
obtained
a
decision
quite like
noting the Act had specifically barred a plea of justifiRutgers,
construing
the
Act
as
allowing
a
defense
of
cation based on military occupation, and finding the
119
military
justification.
judgment of the Mayor’s Court to be “in its tendency,
It is impossible to know how widespread was sensubversive of all law and good order, and lead[ing]
timent
against the opinion, but there are indications
directly to anarchy and confusion.” The resolution
that
opposition
to the decision was not one-sided. For
also accused the Court of acting “in direct violation
one
thing,
a
stronger
legislative resolution that called
of a plain and known law of the State,” and expressed
for
the
appointment
of
a new mayor and recorder
concern that other courts would follow suit and “end
who
would
“govern
themselves
by the known laws of
all our dear-bought rights and privileges” so that
120 And prominent feder113
the
land”
was
defeated
31-9.
“Legislatures become useless.” The Legislature thus
alists, including Jay and General Washington himself,
delivered, as one letter to the press characterized it, a
114
expressed support for the Mayor’s ruling.121
“rap o’ the knuckles” to the Rutgers judges.
More importantly, as pressure from Congress
The resolution, and a planned appeal by Rutgers,
against
the anti-Tory laws grew, and as the political
had an impact: the defendants settled the case, albeit
pendulum
in New York State swung back towards
on more favorable terms than Rutgers had first
the
conservative
forces, the arguments articulated
sought. Years later, Hamilton explained the decision
by
Hamilton
gained
more purchase. Congressional
to settle as follows: “according to the opinion of our
sentiment
against
these
statutes was driven in large
bar, a defense under a military order was desperate,
part
by
growing
British
concerns.
Former loyalists
and it was believed that a majority of our Supreme115
campaigned
against
such
legislation
with members
Court bench would overrule the plea.”
of
Parliament,
publishing
a
special
collection
of New
Duane also appears to have been shaken by
122
York
statutes
in
1786
to
illustrate
the
problem.
the reaction to his decision. In a letter to General
When
John
Jay,
as
Secretary
for
Foreign
Affairs
for the
Washington, the Mayor wrote: “it is to be deplored
Continental
Congress,
reported
on
British
violations
that foederal attachment, and a sense of national
fire at the principle of judicial
review:
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of the Treaty of Paris, he concluded that the United
States had violated the treaty first through the enactment of State anti-loyalist statutes, among them the
Trespass Act.123 Jay stated that the Act was “a direct
violation of the Treaty of Peace, as well as of the
acknowledged law of nations.”124 His report was followed by a letter from Congress to the state governors
urging them to repeal all statutes violating the peace
treaty and to grant authority to address conflicts
between the treaty and state law in the courts.125
New York State, whose legislature was captured
by federalist forces in 1786, began to take these steps
even in advance of Congress’s letter. Hamilton, who
was among the incoming federalist Assemblymen,
personally moved a successful resolution to repeal
the relevant portion of the Trespass Act on April 4,
1787.126 He followed this success by obtaining legislative approval for a bill repealing all New York statutes
inconsistent with the Peace Treaty. In introducing the
bill, Hamilton noted (perhaps with Duane in mind)
that such passage would avoid imposing on judges
the dilemma “either of infringing the treaty to enforce
the particular laws of the state, or to explain away the
laws of the state to give effect to the treaty.”127 Presiding
over the Assembly while the anti-loyalist program
was undone was Richard Varick, who had become the
body’s Speaker.128
Even after the Trespass Act was repealed, its
enactment continued to bedevil United States-British
relations, and the Rutgers decision suddenly became
a diplomatic tool with which the United States
could rebut the Crown’s attacks. In 1792, British
Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States George
Hammond cited the Trespass Act among numerous
state statutes that he claimed to be in violation of
treaty obligations, and disparaged Rutgers as evidencing inadequate judicial attention to the rights of loyalists against such legislative depredations.129 Secretary
of State Jefferson (after receiving input on the matter
from his cabinet colleague Hamilton), responded
with a detailed exposition of the case, noting the
following: “The very case of Rutgers v. Waddington
which is a subject of complaint in your letter, is a
proof that the courts consider the treaty as paramount
to the laws of the states . . . . Waddington pleaded
the treaty, and the court declared the treaty a justifica-
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Notice opposing the decision
New York Packet, and the American Advertiser
November 4, 1784
Courtesy, American Antiquarian Society
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tion, in opposition to the law of the state, for that
portion of the time authorized by the commanding
officer, his authority being competent & gave judgment for that part, in favor of the defendant.”130 Thus,
a decision once reviled as an intrusion by the courts
on the prerogative of the Legislature was now proof
of the United States’ adherence to international agreements.
The most significant legacy of Rutgers v.
Waddington, though, was as a building block in the
intellectual foundation of judicial review and federal
supremacy. Indeed, Hamilton’s subsequent defense
of these principles in The Federalist echoed both the
arguments he crafted for and his general experience in
the Rutgers litigation. In Federalist No. 22, Hamilton
set forth the rationale for state subservience to the
federal government in the making of treaties. He
noted that under the Articles of Confederation, such
treaties were “liable to the infractions of thirteen different legislatures,” and he asked (as he had both as
Phocion and as Waddington’s counsel): “Is it possible
that foreign nations can either respect or confide in
such a government?”131
In Federalist No. 78, Hamilton set forth his
defense of judicial review, and posited the importance of such review in protecting minority views.
Courts have the duty, Hamilton argued, to “declare
all acts contrary to the manifest tenor of the
Constitution void.”132 In this way, judges can protect
the Constitution against the “occasional ill humours
of society.” Such “ill humours,” if not checked, can
create “serious oppressions of the minor party in the
community.”133 To fulfill their role as a barrier against
dangerous majoritarian impulses, judges must be
given life tenure, so they are willing to “hazard the
displeasure” of their appointing authority.134 It takes
no great leap of imagination to see the post-war legislative acts against loyalists, and the pressure placed on
Duane for ruling in their favor, as data points underlying Hamilton’s argument.
The success of Hamilton’s arguments is evidenced by the degree to which they soon became
almost commonplace. With the Supremacy Clause

of the Constitution in place, the Supreme Court
struck down a Virginia statute limiting the rights
of British creditors in 1796, on the ground that it
violated the Treaty of Paris.135 And in an ironic coda
to the Rutgers litigation, a lawsuit once again involving Benjamin Waddington—more than thirty years
after his original legal controversy—demonstrated
the sea change in Congressional power over war and
peace. Waddington, whose defense in Rutgers was
premised in significant part on the fact that he was
a British subject, had since become an American
citizen. He was sued by traders allegedly owed funds
from transactions with his brother Henry, whom they
claimed was Benjamin’s partner. Since the business
dealings out of which the debts were incurred took
place in London during the War of 1812, the Court
for the Correction of Errors of New York found them
barred by the “law of nations,” which prohibited such
intercourse with the enemy. Crucial to this decision
was the principle that the United States was a single,
unified polity in matters of foreign affairs. Thus, once
Congress declared war, war was also “declared by the
united will of the people of the United States, and
there can be no doubt of its being a moral, as well as
civil duty, in every individual to obey the law.”136
This pronouncement in the second Waddington
litigation reflects the transition of the United States
in the years since the first, from disparate collection
of quasi-independent states under the Articles of
Confederation to a single nation capable of adopting
coherent national policy. In so many of the steps in
this transition—from the establishment of a national
bank to the creation of a standing army—it was
Alexander Hamilton who took the lead, often amidst
great controversy. So too, in the arguments he crafted
in Rutgers, Hamilton made the first steps, slow and
halting as they were, towards establishing the intellectual foundation for federal legal supremacy enforced
by judicial review. In this way, his representation of
two wealthy British merchants reflected one further
contribution by Hamilton towards the creation of the
new American nation.
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some lawyers and judges against the antiloyalist legislation passed in the states during and just after the Revolution—created the occasion and inspired the justifications
for the earliest examples in American courts of what is
now called judicial review . . . .”); Treanor, supra note
2, at 497 (“One might argue that judicial review thus
emerges, in part, to protect groups disadvantaged in the
political process: the loyalists and creditors.”).
13. See Matthew Davis, Memoirs of Aaron Burr (1836), available at http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/7852; Jennifer
E. Steenshorne, Evacuation Day, N.Y. Archives, Fall 2010,
at 10. Davis labels the populists “violent whigs.”
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14.	Countryman, supra note 10, at 238–39; see also
Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 836 (anti-loyalist program
in New York was “more extensive than in other states but
not unusual in kind”).
15.	Session Laws, 1783, Chapter 31.
16.	Countryman summarizes this view as follows: “The
persecution of merchant royalists had to end, for it put
credit in jeopardy; it involved irregular taxation and even
the seizure of the merchants’ property; it presented the
danger that they would take their talents, connections
and capital elsewhere; and by violating the treaty of
1783, it destroyed the international climate of confidence on which commercial prosperity had to rest.”
Countryman, supra note 10, at 254. Jay wrote to thenAttorney General Egbert Benson (who later defended
anti-loyalist legislation as plaintiff’s counsel in Rutgers)
that “your irregular and violent popular proceedings and
resolutions against the [T]ories hurt us in Europe.” See
Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 839.
17.	Letter from Phocion to the Considerate Citizens of New
York on the Politics of the Day (1784), available at http://
archive.org/details/cihm_57335.
18.	See LPAH, supra note 5, at 288 (analyzing whether treaty
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with Great Britain which stipulates for the just payment
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the United States.
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supra note 21, at xii.
24. Dawson, supra note 21, at xii.
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26. Id. at 290.
27. Id. at 290, 318 (Statement of Benjamin Waddington).
28. Dawson, supra note 21, at xii–xiii.
29.	LPAH, supra n.5, at 293 nn. 31–32.
30.	Ron Chernow, Alexander Hamilton 64 (2004).
31. Id.
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Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 840-41.
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34. Dawson, supra note 21, at xvii.
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36.	Stahr, supra note 10, at 74.
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see Stahr, supra note 10, at 350.
41.	Countryman, supra note 10, at 168, 237; Stahr, supra
note 10, at 159. On Clinton’s views on Tories, see Alexander, supra note 35, at 202; Countryman, supra note 10,
at 235–36.
42.	See Charles P. Daly, Historical Sketch of the Judicial Tribunals of New York From 1623 to 1846, at 58–60 (1855).
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the period of the Revolutionary War, as its records were
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58; see also LPAH, supra note 5, at 315.
43.	Daly, supra note 42, at 60; see also Alexander, supra note
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44.	See Richard Brookhiser, Alexander Hamilton: American 56
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court. Much of the time they rode the circuit together,
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in crude stagecoaches that jolted along bumpy upstate
roads. They stayed in crowded, smoky inns and often
had to share beds with one another, creating a camaraderie that survived many political battles.” Chernow, supra
note 30, at 188.
45.	Indeed, while at King’s College, they shared the same
bed. Chernow, supra note 30, at 53; see also id. at 491–92
(on Troup’s role as executor).
46. Id. at 141; LPAH, supra note 5, at 292 n.29.
47.	Letter from Alexander Hamilton to James Duane (September 3, 1780), available at http://teachingamericanhistory.org/library/index.asp?document=991.
48.	Id; see also Chernow, supra note 30, at 138–39.
49.	Countryman, supra note 10, at 255 (citing Letter of Hamilton to Duane, August 5, 1783).
50. See Chernow, supra note 30, at 168–69.
51.	Dawson, supra note 21, at xvi–xvii; see also LPAH, supra
note 5, at 291 (“Of all the cases brought under the Trespass Act, [Rutgers] caused the greatest excitement.”).
52. Dawson, supra note 21, at xvii.
53. Daly, supra note 42, at 61.
54.	Remarks on the Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation, Made Between the United States and Great Britain
(July 5, 1795), in 5 The Works of Alexander Hamilton 151
(Henry Cabot Lodge ed., Fed. Ed. 1904), available at
http://files.libertyfund.org/files/1382/0249-05_Bk.pdf.
55. Dawson, supra note 21, at xviii.
56.	The specific language of the 1777 Constitution in this
regard was as follows: “And this convention doth further
. . . declare that such parts of the common law of England,
and of the statute law of England and Great Britain, and
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together did form the law of the said colony on the 19th day
of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred
and seventy-five, shall be and continue the law of this State,
subject to such alterations and provisions as the legislature
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same.” N.Y. Const. of 1777, art. XXXV.
57.	Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 846; see also Treanor, supra
note 2, at 481 (noting that it was a “necessary assumption” of defendants’ arguments that the Trespass Act
did not constitute an “alteration” of the common law
permissible under the State constitution, but one not set
forth in the surviving briefs).
58.	LPAH, supra note 5, at 376–77 (Brief No. 5). LPAH
includes six separate “briefs” written by Hamilton for
the Rutgers litigation. These are undated sets of notes and
drafts, rather than formal legal submissions. See id. at
334.
59. Id. at 341 (Brief No. 2).
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63. Id. at 344 (Brief No. 2).
64 Id. at 296.
65.	See Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 838 (“Both houses of
the New York state legislature refused to ratify the Peace
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67. Id. at 377 (Brief No. 6).
68. Id. at 350 (Brief No. 3).
69. Id. at 380 (Brief No. 6) (emphasis in original).
70. Id. at 358 (Brief No. 6).
71. Id.
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73.	Id. at 374 (Brief No. 6); see also id. at 378 (“Each State
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74. Id. at 379 (Brief No. 6); see also id. at 351 (Brief No. 3).
75. Id. at 373 (Brief No. 6).
76. Id. at 339 (Brief No. 2).
77. Id. at 345 (Brief No. 2).
78.	Id. at 357 (Brief No. 4); see also id. at 360 (Brief No. 5)
(“[I]t ought not easily if at all be presumed that the Legislature could not [sic] mean to contravene the treaty.”);
id. at 382 (Brief No. 6) (“[C]an we suppose all this
[violation of law of nations, Confederation and Treaty]
to have been intended by the Legislature? The Answer
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79. Id. at 359 (Brief No. 4); id. at 388 (Brief No. 6).
80. Daly, supra note 42, at 61.
81. Id. at 62.
82.	LPAH, supra note 5, at 329 (Plaintiff’s Replication and
Demurrer).
83.	Opinion at 29–30. Citations to the Court’s opinion
are from Dawson, supra note 21, which can be found
at www.archive.org. The opinion uses the “long s” (∫),
which for ease of understanding is replaced here with
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84. Daly, supra note 42, at 61.
85.	LPAH, supra note 5, at 302 n.61 states that this quote
refers to an argument in a different Trespass Act case.
Other authors, however, attach this description to Hamilton’s argument in Rutgers. See Brookhiser, supra note
44, at 58.
86.	Opinion at 5. The statement could also refer to Livingston, Troup and Wilcox.
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See LPAH, supra note 5, at 306. For evidence that Duane
sought to “ensure that he alone would write the court’s
opinion,” see Philip Hamburger, Law and Judicial Duty
348 n.42 (2008).
88.	LPAH, supra note 5, at 301.
89.	Duane’s biographer calls the decision a “political compromise” in which the Court “straddled the issue as best
it could.” Alexander, supra note 35, at 162–63.
90.	Opinion at 4.
91. Id. at 5.
92. Id. at 23.
93. Id. at 21.
94. Id. at 29.
95.	Id. at 38; see also id. at 28 (“It seems evident that abroad
[the states] can only be known in their federal capacity.”)
(emphasis in original).
96. Id. at 44.
97. Id. at 23–24 (emphasis in original).
98. Id. at 35 (emphasis in original).
99. Id. at 41 (emphasis in original).
100. Id. at 42–43.
101. Id. at 44.
102. Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 847.
103.	See Opinion at 20 (claim that possession with permission of the Commissary-General “had any relation to
the war . . . is altogether without foundation”) (emphasis in original); Opinion at 37 (“[T]he term for which
the tenements were held by the permission of the Commissary General can, on no construction, have a relation
to the war . . . .”) (emphasis in original).
104.	Dawson, supra note 21, at xxiv; LPAH, supra note 5, at
310–11.
105.Letter from James Duane to George Washington (Dec.
16, 1784), available at http://www.familytales.org/dbDisplay.php?id=ltr_jad4300.
106.	Camillus Defense of Mr. Jay’s Treaty from The Argus No.
IV (“Camillus No. IV”), Lodge, supra note 54.

107.	Dawson, supra note 21, at xxiv. Dawson says the meeting
took place on September 13, 1784. He also states, however, that the advertisement produced by the committee
created by the meeting was published on September 6.
Id.
108. Davis, supra note 13.
109.	See Chernow, supra note 30, at 263. The primary antifederalist critique of judicial review, set forth in Letters
of Brutus XI, may—according to some theories—have
been authored by Smith. Treanor, supra note 2, at 470
n.58.
110. Dawson, supra note 21, at xxix.
111. Id. at xxxiii.
112.	See Harrington, supra note 1, at 52 (early exercise of judicial review “usually ensured the start of impeachment
proceedings”); Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 865 (noting
“legislative backlash” to efforts at early judicial review
in Virginia, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, North
Carolina and New Hampshire).
113.	Quoted in Dawson, supra note 21, at xlv. The vote on
the final resolution was 25-15.
114.	Hamburger, supra note 87, at 357 (quoting Letter to Mr.
Holt, N.Y. J. & State Gazetteer, Nov. 18, 1784).
115.	Camillus No. IV, supra note 106; see also Dawson,
supra note 21, at xlv (“[I]t is said that Mr. Waddington,
alarmed at these manifestations [i.e., the legislative resolution], and at the threatened Appeal and Writ of Error,
soon after compromised with Mrs. Rutgers.”). LPAH
says that the amount of the settlement is unknown, but
probably closer to the jury’s award of £ 791 than the £
8,000 sought by plaintiff. LPAH, supra note 5, at 311.
116. Duane, supra note 105.
117.	LPAH, supra note 5, at 419.
118. Chernow, supra note 30, at 199.
119.	Id.; Camillus IV, supra note 106. A number of these suits
were pending at the time the decision was issued in
Rutgers. Several likely settled, while the result of many
others is unknown. See, e.g., LPAH, supra note 5, at 426,
448, 454, 464.
120.	Dawson, supra note 21, at xliv; see also Davis, supra note
13 (noting party line split in opinions on the case).
In contrast, when a Rhode Island court ruled a statute
unconstitutional in the contemporaneous case of Trevett
v. Weeden, the Legislature summoned the judges for an
explanation, and replaced four of them. Treanor, supra
note 2, at 478.
121.	See Duane, supra note 105 (citing Jay’s approval); Letter
from George Washington to James Duane (Apr. 10,
1785) (“[R]eason seems very much in favor of the opinion . . . and my judgment yields a hearty assent to it.”).
122. See Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 834 & n.32.
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123. See Stahr, supra note 10, at 201–06.
124.	31 Journals of the Continental Congress, 1774–1789, at
857 (John C. Fitzpatrick ed., 1934), available at http://
memory.loc.gov/ammem/amlaw/lwjclink.html; see also
Stahr, supra note 10, at 204.
125.	Office for Foreign Affairs, Documents from the Continental Congress and the Constitutional Convention,
1774–1789 (Apr. 6, 1787), available at http://hdl.loc.
gov/loc.rbc/bdsdcc.21601.
126.	Camillus No. IV, supra note 106; Hulsebosch, supra note
2, at 858.
127. Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 858.
128.	Countryman, supra note 10, at 267 (describing tenth
legislative session’s repeal of Trespass Act); see also id.
at 271 (Varick Assembly Speaker for 10th Legislative
session). The controversy over Rutgers in New York
State may not have ended here, however. When New
York ratified the United States Constitution on July
26, 1788, it added an explanatory amendment stating
that “no treaty is to be construed so to operate as to alter
the Constitution of any state.” New York (State). Secretary
of State. Engrossed copy of the United States Constitution
ratified by the Convention of New York State, 1788. (NYS
Archives); see also Jack N. Rakove, Original Meanings:
Politics and Ideas in the Making of the Constitution 126
(1996). Rakove posits two possible “considerations”
behind this particular amendment: to forestall further
decisions like that in Rutgers, or to protect the State’s
planned purchase of land from the Iroquois. Rakove,
supra, at 389–90 n.87.
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129.	Letter of Hammond to Jefferson, March 5, 1792.
Hulsebosch cites Hammond’s letter as evidence that
“[d]iplomats in London had received news of a decision in the New York City Mayor’s Court,” and thus
the litigation had become “an international event.”
Hulsebosch, supra note 2, at 848.
130.	Letter of Thomas Jefferson to George Hammond (May
29, 1792). In his comments on a draft of the letter,
Hamilton stressed the subordination of the states to
the treaties of the federal government, and—as he had
argued before the Mayor’s Court—that Jefferson should
refrain from arguing the rights and wrongs of the war in
assessing British concerns about treaty violations; rather
such treaties must be construed under the supposition
that “both parties [are] in the right,” since there is no
“common judge” to impose fault. Cabinet Paper of
Alexander Hamilton to Thomas Jefferson (Mar. 1792),
available at http://oll.libertyfund.org/?option=com_
staticxt&staticfile=show.php%3Ftitle=1381&chapter=64
387&layout=html&Itemid=27.
131. The Federalist No. 22 (Alexander Hamilton).
132. The Federalist No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton).
133. Id.
134. Id.
135.	Ware v. Hylton, 3 U.S. 199 (1796). The first effort to
strike down an act of Congress as unconstitutional was
made in Hylton v. United States, 3 U.S. (1 Dall.) 171
(1796), in which Hamilton successfully argued for the
government.
136. Griswold v. Waddington, 16 Johns. 438 (N.Y. 1819).

People v. Sanger
         and the
Birth of Family
Planning Clinics
in America
MARIA T. VULLO

I

n 1916, in the Brownsville neighborhood of
Brooklyn, New York, Margaret Sanger opened the
first birth control clinic in the United States. Just
a few days into the operation of the Brownsville
Clinic, the New York Police Department raided the
clinic, closed it down and arrested Sanger.1 Sanger
was convicted of “obscenity” under New York’s “Little
Comstock” law for disseminating information relating
to contraception. In the celebrated court case that followed, the New York Court of Appeals, while affirming Sanger’s conviction, granted legal protection to
physicians and pharmacists prescribing contraceptives
“for the cure or prevention of disease,” paving the
way for the establishment of family planning clinics
in New York State. The Court’s decision also marked
the first step in the battle for establishing the constitutional right of privacy nationwide.

Margaret Sanger and the
Birth Control Movement
Margaret Sanger was born in Corning, New
York in 1879. As a nurse caring for women who
had succumbed to self-induced abortion, Sanger
became active in the social reform movement that,
among other things, sought to make contraception
legal in New York. Influenced by European thinkers
like Thomas Malthus and John Stuart Mill, Sanger’s
reform movement connected many of society’s ills
to the plight of poor, often immigrant, women who

Margaret Sanger
Library of Congress, Print & Photographs Division, LC-DIG-ggbain-20859

were forced to choose between too-frequent childbirth and self-induced abortion.
Sanger personally understood the troubles of a
contraceptive-free society: her mother had 18 pregnancies, bore 11 children, and died in 1899 at the age of
40, when Sanger was 17 years old. For the rest of her
life, Sanger was galvanized by the horrors she encountered that resulted from unwanted pregnancy and
illegal abortion, including the harsh fact that a large
number of maternal deaths were caused by infections
resulting from illegal or self-induced abortion.2
Well ahead of her time, Sanger challenged
notions of female domesticity by advocating for a
woman’s right to control her reproductive cycle as a
“basic freedom.”3 Birth control, she argued, would
allow all women to develop their own self-consciousness and acquire skills that would guide society to
greatness.4 In 1914, Sanger sounded a battle cry in her
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newspaper, The Woman Rebel (tagline: “No Gods, No
Masters”):
Is there any reason why women should not
receive clean, harmless, scientific knowledge
on how to prevent conception? . . . The
woman of the upper middle class has all available knowledge and implements to prevent
conception. The woman of the lower middle
class is struggling for this knowledge.5
As her writings reflect, Sanger sought to equalize
access to contraception for all women, regardless of
wealth or social class. Despite their prohibition, various forms of contraception and information about
contraception were quietly available to women who
had both good medical contacts and financial means.
But poor women without contacts or the means to
pay for a private physician either were denied access
to these services or could access them only under
exceptionally unsafe circumstances. Many women
who could not obtain birth control from their doctors relied on household products as contraceptives,
which often caused infections, burns, or worse. And,
when contraceptives failed or were unavailable,
women resorted to self-induced or black-market
abortion. Many women died from such procedures, a
disproportionate number of them poor women desperate to control the size of their families.
Sanger also urged the medical community to take
ownership of the development and distribution of
safe, reliable contraception. At the time, the American
Medical Association (“AMA”), founded in 1847,
shunned what was considered unscientific birth control practices.6 Sanger hoped that physicians would
become the primary means through which women
could obtain birth control. As Sanger explained in
one of her many speaking tours:
In my opinion the proper authorities to give
advice on birth control are the doctors and
nurses. . . For though the subject is largely
social and economic yet it is in the main
physical and medical, and the object of those
advancing the cause is to open the doors of
the medical profession, who in turn will force
open the doors of the laboratories where our
chemists will give the women of the twentieth
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century reliable and scientific means of contraception hitherto unknown.7

Anthony Comstock and
His War on “Obscenity”
Sanger’s social reform agenda collided with
that of the infamous morality crusader, Anthony
Comstock.8 As an active worker in the Young Men’s
Christian Association (“YMCA”), Comstock built his
name as an anti-vice crusader by demanding that
the police compel saloons to abide by Sunday closing laws.9 Later, he led the New York Society for the
Suppression of Vice, assuming responsibility for “the
enforcement of laws for the suppression of trade in
and the circulation of obscene literature, illustrations,
advertisements, and articles of indecent or immoral
use.”10 Convinced that official law enforcement was

Anthony Comstock
Anthony Comstock, Fighter, by Charles Trumbull
( New York: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1913 ), frontispiece
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first to be passed by
ineffective, Comstock
any state.16
assembled a vice
squad that assumed
Unabashed by
quasi-governmental
Comstock’s declaration
functions, performof war, Sanger took
ing arrests and seizing
on Comstock in 1912
evidence for use in
with the publication
criminal prosecutions,
of her first two articles
all in order to protect
in the New York Call,
Comstock’s self-proentitled “What Every
claimed code of moralMother Should Know”
ity. Contributions from
and “What Every
wealthy New Yorkers—
Girl Should Know.”17
including mining
Although neither
millionaire William E.
article contained
Dodge, Jr., financier J.P.
information about
Morgan and industrialbirth control, Sanger’s
ist Samuel Colgate—
explicit discussion of
funded Comstock’s
venereal disease so
salary and expenses.11
upset Comstock that
he used his power
Comstock’s greatest
as a postal inspector
triumph was securing
to have the publicapassage of the 1873
tion banned from the
federal law, named
Flyer for 46 Amboy Street clinic in four languages, Brownsville,
mails. In response,
the Comstock Act,
Brooklyn, NY, undated
Sanger’s next edition
that prohibited the
Margaret Sanger papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College (Northampton, Massachusetts)
of the New York Call
delivery or transportacontained an empty
tion of “obscene, lewd
page together with the notice “What Every Girl
or lascivious” material as well as any methods of, or
information pertaining to, birth control.12 Notably, the
Should Know: NOTHING! By Order of the Post
draft initially considered by the United States Senate
Office Department.”18
contained an exemption for physicians.13 Without
Sanger’s next encounter with Comstock came
much discussion on the floor, however, the physiwhen an agent of Comstock made an unannounced
cian exemption was removed from the bill, which
visit to the Sanger family home in 1915. Representing
passed the United States House of Representatives on
himself to Margaret Sanger’s husband, William, as
March 1, 1873 by a vote of 100 to 37.14
an impoverished father in search of aid, the agent
purchased a birth control pamphlet, thereby providThe federal Comstock Act was limited in its
ing evidence for obscenity charges. A month later,
scope to materials sent through the mail. As a result,
Comstock personally arrested William. Margaret
in the year following its passage, twenty-four state
Sanger was absent at the time of these events, as she
legislatures enacted mirror laws criminalizing conearlier had fled to Europe to avoid prosecution on
traceptive “obscenity” within state borders. These
federal charges under the Comstock Act stemming
“Little Comstock laws” allowed so-called moral
from her distribution of The Woman Rebel. Comstock
purity crusaders like Comstock to work with state and
personally attended and testified against William at
local police to close down distributors of “obscene”
his trial, and William was convicted under New York’s
materials.15 New York’s statute, prohibiting both the
Comstock law for disseminating his wife’s pamphlets.
manufacture and the sale of contraceptives, was the
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MOTHERS!
Can you afford to have a large family?
Do you want any more children?
If no, why do you have them?
DO NOT KILL, DO NOT TAKE LIFE,
BUT PREVENT.24

Brownsville Clinic at 46 Amboy Street, Brooklyn, NY, 1916
New York World, Telegram and Sun Corp.
Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College (Northampton, Massachusetts)

Two weeks later, Comstock died; in his obituary, the
pneumonia that killed him was linked to his exertions at William’s trial. Shortly thereafter, in October
1915, Margaret Sanger returned to New York to face
the charges against her and to gain media attention
for her cause.19

The Brownsville Clinic and Sanger’s
Challenge to New York’s Comstock Law
Sanger believed that a legislative approach to challenging the Comstock laws was “a slow and tortuous
method of making clinics legal; we stood a better and
quicker change by securing a favorable judicial interpretation through challenging the law directly.”20 After
a lecture tour throughout the United States, Sanger
concluded that “a practical test of the law would have
the moral endorsement of all thinking people in this
country.”21 Sanger planned to open a birth control
clinic in each borough of New York City as a means of
openly challenging the Comstock laws.22
Sanger and her sister Ethel Byrne, a registered
nurse at Mt. Sinai Hospital, chose the impoverished, largely immigrant community of Brownsville,
Brooklyn for the opening of America’s first birth
control clinic on October 16, 1916.23 Handbills in
English, Yiddish and Italian advertised the clinic
throughout the neighborhood:
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Sanger was anything but reticent about her willingness to be arrested in order to challenge the law.
Four days prior to her eventual arrest, Sanger told the
Washington Post that public officials “might just as
well forget their moss-grown statutes and accept birth
control as an established fact.”25 Sanger also defied
the police to interfere with the Brownsville Clinic,
which did not distribute contraceptives (or perform
abortions) but simply provided factual information
about birth control:
The police are hunting my clinic today. . . .
They can’t find it. If they should, they can’t
hurt it. It is an oral clinic and the law says
nothing about not spreading birth control
information orally. If they do try to interfere I
am legally prepared to carry a hard and bitter
fight to the highest tribunal in the land with
the best legal talent there is.26

Margaret Sanger (standing) at the Brownsville Clinic
Library of Congress, Print & Photographs Division, LC-DIG-ggbain-23218
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The Arrest
For ten days after it opened, the Brownsville
Clinic provided contraceptive information and sex
education to 464 recorded clients, charging ten cents
apiece.27 As Sanger described it:
From the first day, the little outer waiting
room was crowded. The women came in
pairs, with their neighbors, with their married
daughters and their husbands. Some came in
groups with nursing babies clasped in their
arms. Some came from the far end of Long
Island, from Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey. They came from
near and from far to learn the “secret” which
they said the rich women all possessed and the
poor women could not obtain.28
Sanger’s arrest was a planned police operation.
On the ninth day of the Brownsville Clinic’s operation, an undercover New York Police Department
(“NYPD”) detective named Margaret Whitehurst visited the Brownsville Clinic, claiming to be in search
of birth control information. Sanger, busily making
preparations for a second clinic on Avenue A, was not
there.29 Dressed as a washerwoman and pushing a
borrowed baby in a stroller,30 Whitehurst immediately
aroused the staff’s suspicion, but they nonetheless
gave her an informational session and a sex education pamphlet, for which Whitehurst left a two-dollar
donation (the bill was promptly pinned to the wall
with a note reading “received from Whitehurst of the
Police Department as her contribution”).31
The next day, Whitehurst returned to the clinic
with three plainclothes NYPD officers. Sanger did not
endure the raid quietly. When told that she was being
placed under arrest, “[f]or a moment, Mrs. Sanger
only stared at the detectives. Then she screamed at
Whitehurst: ‘You dirty thing! You’re not a woman!
You’re a dog!’”32 Sanger and her assistant were
“dragged from the clinic and dumped unceremoniously into a patrol wagon, after they had refused to
walk to the Brownsville police station.”33 Refusing her
$500 bail, Sanger spent the night in Brooklyn’s unsavory Raymond Street Jail.34 Her sister Ethel was arrested at her home the same evening.35 In a two-count

information filed on
November 13, 1916,
Kings County District
Attorney Harry
E. Lewis charged
Sanger with exhibiting and offering to
sell “instruments,
articles, recipes,
drugs and medicines
for the prevention
of conception” and
“instruments of indecent and immoral
use,”36 in violation
of Section 1142 of
New York’s Penal
Law, set forth in
the chapter titled
“[i]ndecent exposure,
obscene exhibition,
books and prints
and bawdy and other
disorderly houses.”
Section 1142 had
been amended several times, and from
1887 read as follows:
Section 1142.
Indecent Articles.
A person who sells,
lends, gives away,
or in any manner
exhibits or offers
to sell, lend or give
away, or has in
his possession with
Brooklyn Daily Eagle
intent to sell, lend,
October 26, 1916
or give away, or
Courtesy Old Fulton NY Postcards
fultonhistory.com
advertises, or offers
for sale, loan, or
distribution, any instrument or article, or any recipe, drug or medicine for the prevention of conception, or for causing unlawful abortion, or purporting to be for the prevention of conception, or for
causing unlawful abortion, or advertises, or holds
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out representations that it can be so used or
applied, or any such descriptions as will be calculated to lead another to so use or apply any
such article, recipe, drug, medicine or instrument, or who writes or prints, or causes to be
written or printed, a card, circular, pamphlet,
advertisement or notice of any kind, or gives
information orally, stating when, where, how,
of whom, or by what means such an instrument, article, recipe, drug, or medicine can be
purchased or obtained, or who manufactures
any such instrument, article, recipe, drug or
medicine, is guilty of a misdemeanor[.]37
If convicted, punishment entailed a term of
incarceration ranging from ten days to a year, a minimum fine of fifty dollars, or both.
Notably, Section 1145 of the Penal Code—enacted in 1881, and therefore predating the Comstock
amendments to Section 1142—exempted physicians
from prosecution, at least for “obscenity”:
Section 1145. Physicians’ Instruments. An
article or instrument, used or applied by physicians lawfully practicing, or by their direction
or prescription, for the cure or prevention
of disease, is not an article of indecent or
immoral nature or use, within this article. The
supplying of such articles to such physicians
or by their direction or prescription, is not an
offense under this article.38
By Comstock’s reading, this provision only
protected “reputable physicians” and not “infamous
doctors who advertise or send their foul matter by
mail.”39 As it turned out, the Sanger case became the
impetus for physicians to be at the forefront of the
birth control movement.

The Trial
Both Sanger and Ethel chose as their counsel
the progressive young lawyer Jonah J. Goldstein.
Born in Canada but raised on the Lower East Side,
Goldstein graduated from New York University
School of Law in 1911 and began his career as secretary to Alfred E. Smith, then majority leader of
the State Assembly and later Governor of New York.
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Jonah J. Goldstein
Counsel to Margaret Sanger & Ethel Byrne
American Jewish Historical Society

Goldstein would go on to become a distinguished
judge, a committed reformer of the family courts, and
a lay rabbi. In his obituary, Goldstein was lauded as
“a leading figure in New York’s Jewish community
and in the city’s philanthropic and civic activities.”40
The prosecution decided to try Ethel and Sanger
separately, both misdemeanor charges, before a threejudge panel in the Court of Special Sessions.41 The
People, represented at trial by Edward W. Cooper,
sought to try them as hastily as possible so that
Sanger would be unable to marshal medical experts
and social workers to testify in her defense.42 Fighting
this rush to judgment, Goldstein made a series of
pre-trial motions in an effort to get Sanger a jury trial,
or at least a fair judicial panel. Sanger testified in
pre-trial hearings that she would refuse to attend her
own trial if Justice J.J. McInerney, a notorious enemy
of birth control advocates, remained on the panel,
because “[i]n every birth control case which has come
before him he has exhibited a relentless prejudgment
of the case.”43 Indeed, during the sentencing hearing
of her husband’s trial, McInerney had stated:
This community, like many others, suffers
from a lack of children. The trouble is that
many women are too selfish. I think that a lot
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of those who are devoting their time to equal
suffrage as Christian women ought to go about
advocating childbirth. It would be better for
the community.44
Goldstein’s pre-trial motions were denied,45 but
Justice McInerney agreed to have another judge sit in
his place.46
The press was hungry to cover the “Sanger Cases,”
and coverage was often sympathetic, describing
Sanger as a “heroine” and suggesting that the progressive movement backing Sanger’s crusade would one
day overtake the conservative status quo.47 Sanger’s
arrest also sparked discussions within the medical
and religious communities about women’s rights.48
The press repeatedly reported on the large numbers
of women who came to court in support of Sanger.49
One newspaper noted that “[r]arely has the little
courtroom of the Special Sessions held such a large
feminine element among its ‘benchers’ as were present today in the much-discussed case.”50
But, as Sanger would later write, “some came for
selfish interests, some to inquire, some to exploit.”51
Gender stereotypes prevailed. Reporters commented
on the “American beauties” of all social classes in
attendance, including “society and club women in
the front rows of seats and limousines waiting outside,” describing the trial as a “reception, with Mrs.
Sanger the guest of honor.”52 Coverage was filled with
descriptions of “young, willowy and good-looking
women.”53 One report described a “pretty, fluffy
haired little woman in brown fox furs, who had a lot
of trouble convincing everybody that she was the wife
of a scientist.”54
Sanger’s appearance also was a key detail in press
accounts: “Mrs. Sanger wore a blue dress and a yellow
coat trimmed with black fur at the neck and sleeves.
Her hat was of brown cloth. Her brown hair was
gathered up in a knot at the back and as she took her
seat she removed her veil and smiled. She is a goodlooking woman.”55 Sanger “looked the part [of a
guest of honor] rather than that of lawbreaker, as she
sat there, a demure, rather shy looking young woman,
with soft brown eyes and hair.”56

The Trial of Ethel Byrne
Sanger’s sister Ethel was tried first, on January 4,
1917. The first “Sanger Case” was attended by a
coterie of upper-class birth control advocates, and by
15 Brownsville women who had been summoned as
the People’s witnesses.57 In addition to urging constitutional protection for women’s privacy, Goldstein
argued that the medical exception under Section 1145
infringed the constitutional rights of the poor, denying them the right to choose the number of children
they would have, a right enjoyed by middle-class citizens who could afford the services of private physicians.58 Goldstein attempted to call Sanger’s personal
doctor as an expert witness, but the justices ruled the
doctor’s testimony inadmissible.59 Ethel was found
guilty and sentenced to one month’s imprisonment
in a workhouse on Blackwell’s Island.60
Capitalizing on the national attention, Ethel
announced—just a week before her sister Margaret’s
trial was to begin—that she would undertake a
hunger strike.61 Goldstein attempted to free Ethel by
petitioning for a federal writ of habeas corpus, but
then-District Judge Augustus Noble Hand denied
the petition.62 Ethel’s hunger strike was front-page
news throughout the country.63 And it worked: after
11 days, she was pardoned by Governor Charles
Whitman. As Ethel was leaving prison, the prison’s
physician threw an invoice for $100 at her, yelling
“Here, you notoriety faker, you’ll pay this bill before I
get through with you!”64

The Trial of Margaret Sanger
With her sister’s hunger strike in the backdrop,
Sanger’s trial got underway on January 29, 1917,
before a three-judge panel consisting of Justices John
J. Freschi, George G. O’Keefe, and Moses Herrman.
Before the prosecution called its first witness,
Goldstein moved to dismiss the information, arguing that the Comstock law was an unconstitutional
abridgement of free speech and women’s “free exercise of conscience and the pursuit of happiness.”65
Goldstein’s motion was summarily denied.
The People presented its case against Margaret
Sanger with testimony by Margaret Whitehurst,
the undercover “police matron” who had visited
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Margaret Sanger outside of the Brooklyn Court of
Special Sessions, 1917
Planned Parenthood of New York City

the Brownsville Clinic to collect evidence;66 Davis
Roelsky, a chemist who verified the chemical content of the boxes of vaginal suppositories, “rubber
articles,” boric acid pills, and “Mizpah”-brand pessaries,67 all introduced into evidence by the prosecution;68 Sergeant David Barry and Officer Boylan,
police officers on the scene of the raid, who testified
that they saw Sanger exhibiting rubber articles to
three women;69 Joseph Rabinowitz, the landlord of
the Brownsville clinic, who testified in Yiddish that
Sanger told him she intended to operate a “private
dispensary”;70 and Alice Cohen, a Brownsville mother
who, despite being called by the prosecution, swore
that she neither had been to the clinic nor ever had
seen Sanger.71
Goldstein offered no witnesses, and Margaret
Sanger did not take the stand. Instead, Goldstein
renewed his pre-trial motion to dismiss. Although
the panel did not reach the constitutional issues,
Presiding Justice Freschi was skeptical that the prosecution had proven its case, challenging the prosecution to demonstrate that Sanger had sold or had the
articles in her possession for “illegitimate purposes.”
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The prosecution responded that the contraceptive
articles introduced into evidence should “speak for
themselves,” but Justice Freschi admonished: “I think
a physician can in proper cases prescribe these articles
under the law” pursuant to the medical exception.72
Justice Freschi mused that contraceptives might,
according to the law, be used under a physician’s prescription and that the mere possession of the articles
was not conclusive proof that Sanger intended them
to be used illegally.73 Noting that “this is a very close
case,” the panel reserved decision on the ground that
articles that might be employed for birth control
might also be employed for “legitimate purposes.”74
The next evening, Sanger made a speech at
Carnegie Hall before 3,000 people, announcing that
“she had devoted her life to the cause of voluntary
motherhood, and would continue to fight for birth
control, courts or no courts, workhouse or no workhouse.”75
When the court re-convened on the second day
of Sanger’s trial, the prosecution moved for permission to reopen the case to submit additional evidence
of Sanger’s intent. Over Goldstein’s objection, the
court granted the request, and the People called
additional witnesses, including reluctant reporters
forced to testify about their interviews of Sanger and
an officer who attended the Carnegie Hall speech.76
Remarkably, the prosecution also called Jonah
Goldstein himself to the stand, to be questioned
about a magazine distributed at the Carnegie Hall
rally, in which he had submitted an article.77
Following this additional testimony, Goldstein
argued that the People had still failed to meet its burden of proof.78 The motion was denied, and Sanger
was found guilty as charged.79
At sentencing, Justice Freschi offered “extreme
clemency” if Sanger promised “to obey the law faithfully in the future.”80 To the applause of women
assembled in the courtroom, Sanger refused, telling
Justice Freschi that “I cannot respect the law as it
exists today.”81 Sanger was sentenced to 30 days in
prison, which she spent in a penitentiary for women
in Queens.
Upon Sanger’s release from prison, Sanger’s
champions serenaded her with flowers, “three cheers,”
and the Marseillaise, the victory song of the day.82
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The New York Court of Appeals Hears the Case

Margaret Sanger and Ethel Byrne in the courtroom, 1917
Planned Parenthood of New York City

Even the “women prisoners who gathered at the windows of the cells gave echo to the cheers.”83 A Russian
Jewish immigrant by the name of Rose Halpern
presented Sanger with a bouquet of flowers, “the gift
of devoted Brownsville mothers.”84 Sanger thanked
her supporters: “To the women of New York I am
grateful, especially to the mothers of Brownsville. . . .
Other duties were put aside while they stood beside
us in the fight for birth control, for woman’s right of
ownership and dominion over her own body.”85

The Appellate Division Affirms
Sanger appealed to the Appellate Division,
Second Department, which affirmed the conviction in
conclusory fashion on July 31, 1917.86 The Appellate
Division wrote only that “[t]he considerations which
[Sanger] urges against the wisdom and justice of
section 1142 of the Penal Law . . . as to preventing
conception, are for the Legislature rather than for this
court. There is no doubt of the constitutional power
to stop public ‘clinics,’ where such articles are furnished and given out in the manner here shown.”87

The opportunity to challenge the constitutionality of Section 1142 had arrived, and both Sanger and
Goldstein seized the moment. Goldstein submitted a
searing legal brief to the Court of Appeals. He spent
little time discussing the evidence, and instead spent
65 pages challenging the legality of Sanger’s conviction, and the statute itself, on common law and constitutional grounds.88
In his brief, Goldstein examined the history of
the crime of “obscenity” at common law, concluding that in the courts of England, obscenity was not
a criminal offense unless it disturbed the peace or
tended to be “a discredit of the prevailing religion.”
Goldstein argued that the dissemination of information about birth control, if “chaste, instructive, and
creative,” was not indecent, and that the “prevention
of conception” and the dissemination of information relative to “prevention of conception” was never
classified as obscene at common law.89 Goldstein
further argued that the prohibition of information
concerning birth control was beyond the Legislature’s
police powers because it was not “related to the
public health, morals, or welfare.”90 Additionally, he
countered the argument that the dissemination of
information about reproductive health will lead to
the immorality of women.91
Foreshadowing Supreme Court jurisprudence
50 years ahead of his time, Goldstein argued that
Section 1142 violated the constitutional right of
women to determine whether they shall conceive, a
“fundamental right” that implicated women’s right
to “liberty” as guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution.
Personal liberty, he argued, includes not only freedom from physical restraint, but also the right “to
be let alone, to determine one’s mode of life and
includes the right to exist and the right to the enjoyment of life while existing . . . .”92
Unwilling to rely solely on Goldstein’s briefing,
Sanger penned her own 250-page supplement for
the Court’s consideration, titled “The Case for Birth
Control: A Supplementary Brief and Statement of Facts.”
The book, published in May of 1917, compiled
articles by leading thinkers and presented a series of
medical arguments in favor of birth control.93
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have standing to
The People’s
plead the unconbrief stuck resostitutionality of
lutely to the facts
the law on this
and argued that
basis,101 the Court
Section 1142 was
both constituexplicitly held
tional and within
that Section 1145
the power of the
exempted physiLegislature to
cians from prosregulate the health
ecution under the
and morals of
Comstock law.
the public: “The
The Court further
common belief or
held that while
opinion that the
the exception
general disseminadid not permit
tion of information
advertising or
Mothers meet Margaret Sanger after her arraignment in Brooklyn Court of
on the subject of
“promiscuous
Special Sessions
Planned Parenthood of New York City
birth control might
advice to patients
lead to greater
irrespective of
immorality, is undoubtedly the basis and reason for
their condition,” it was “broad enough to protect the
legislation of this character.”94 Notably, conceding
physician who in good faith gives such help or advice
to a married person to cure or prevent disease” as
that a physician’s exception already existed when
well as “the druggist, or vendor, acting upon the phySection 1142 was read together with Section 1145, the
sician’s prescription or order.”102
People argued that the question of an exemption for
physicians was not ripe for review, since Sanger was
The Court addressed the scope of the exception
not a physician.95
by tackling a central question: what is “disease”?
Judge Crane adopted the definition of “disease” from
The Court of Appeals rendered its decision
Webster’s International Dictionary: “an alteration in
on January 8, 1918, affirming Sanger’s conviction.
the state of the body, or of some of its organs, interWriting for the Court was Brooklyn-born Judge
rupting or disturbing the performance of the vital
Frederick Crane, who would become Chief Judge in
functions, and causing or threatening pain and sick1934 and serve a total of twenty-two years on the
ness; illness; sickness; disorder.”103 This definition was
Court.96 Judges Cardozo, Collin, Chase and Hiscock
concurred; Judge Hogan concurred in the result, and
broad enough to include pregnancy itself.
no Judge dissented.97
Thus, while the Court of Appeals affirmed the
State’s right to prohibit laypersons from distributThe Court began with the premise that “it
ing contraceptive information, it at the same time
is conceded to be within the police power of the
enabled physicians to prescribe contraception for
Legislature, for the benefit of the morals and health
general health reasons, paving the way for the develof the community, to make such a law as this appliopment of birth control clinics that soon followed.104
cable to unmarried persons.”98 Judge Crane dismissed
A Case for Birth Control, concluding that “much of the
The Aftermath of People v. Sanger
argument presented to us . . . touching social conditions and sociological questions are matters for the
By reaffirming a physician’s right to prescribe
Legislature and not for the courts.”99
contraceptive devices to treat “disease,” the New York
But Judge Crane went further, addressing the
Court of Appeals’ decision in People v. Sanger funphysician exemption.100 Although the Court found
damentally altered the way in which contraceptives
that because Sanger was not a physician she did not
were delivered to the public and established the
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Chief Judge Frederick E. Crane
New York State Court of Appeals collection

medical community as the primary purveyors of
birth control.105
Sanger thus continued her mission, establishing the Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau in
New York City in partnership with a female physician.106 On the heels of the Sanger decision, the
American Gynecological Society began to display
professional interest in birth control.107 Within a
mere decade of the Court of Appeals decision, birth
control clinics staffed with physicians, nurses, social
workers, administrative personnel and volunteers
emerged across the nation. By 1941, the Birth Control
Federation of America—whose name was changed the
following year to “Planned Parenthood”—was operating over 200 clinics across the country, servicing over
40,000 people, many of them poor women.108
Moreover, the adoption of birth control by the
medical community led to scientific breakthroughs
in contraceptive research and technology. During
the 1920s, various research programs, such as those

sponsored by the Rockefeller-supported Bureau of
Social Hygiene, led to the discovery and isolation of
estrogen and progesterone, two hormones responsible
for reproduction. With these discoveries, the scientific
principles necessary for the manufacture of synthetic
hormonal contraceptives were in place.109 The official
announcement of the scientific breakthrough—the
birth control pill—was published in a 1956 article
in Science magazine.110 On June 23, 1960, and after
clinical trials and Sanger’s lobbying efforts, the United
States Food and Drug Administration approved the
first hormonal contraceptive pill for use in the United
States. Subsequent scientific improvements in the
birth control pill have led to an affordable method of
contraception that is widely available to the public,
again as Sanger had envisioned.
Sanger also set in motion a series of cases that
would render the Comstock laws obsolete. In 1936,
in United States v. One Package,111 the defendant physician was charged under the Comstock laws with
importing obscene material for her patients’ use.
Writing for the United States Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit, and citing Sanger, Judge Augustus
Noble Hand—who 20 years earlier had denied Ethel
Byrne’s petition for a writ of habeas corpus—ruled in
favor of the defendant, holding:
While it is true that the policy of Congress has
been to forbid the use of contraceptives altogether if the only purpose of using them be to
prevent conception in cases where it would not
be injurious to the welfare of the patient or her
offspring, it is going far beyond such a policy
to hold that abortions, which destroy incipient life, may be allowed in proper cases, and
yet that no measures may be taken to prevent
conception even though a likely result should
be to require the termination of pregnancy by
means of an operation. It seems unreasonable
to suppose that the national scheme of legislation involves such inconsistencies and requires
the complete suppression of articles, the use of
which in many cases is advocated by such a
weight of authority in the medical world.112
Following One Package, the American Medical
Association officially recognized birth control as part
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of a doctor’s medical practice. Sanger praised the
AMA’s decision as “the close of a twenty-year struggle
for medical recognition of birth control as a legitimate practice.”113
The Sanger decision also paved the way for such
seminal cases as Griswold v. Connecticut in 1965,114
Eisenstadt v. Baird in 1972,115 and Roe v. Wade in
1973.116 Griswold’s facts were eerily similar to those in
People v. Sanger, nearly 50 years earlier. Griswold, the
Executive Director of the Planned Parenthood League
of Connecticut, gave information, instruction, and
other medical advice to married couples concerning
birth control. Griswold and her colleague were convicted under an 1879 Connecticut law that criminalized the use of “any drug, medicinal article or instrument for the purpose of preventing conception.” In
a 7–2 decision, the United States Supreme Court
invalidated the law on the ground that it violated
the right to marital privacy, legalizing birth control
throughout the country.117 In Eisenstadt v. Baird, the
Court extended this constitutional right to unmarried
persons.118
Margaret Sanger died on September 6, 1966,
a year after Griswold. Her long career merited an
extensive front-page obituary in The New York Times.
In attendance at her funeral was 80-year-old Rose
Halpern, one of the Brownsville Clinic’s first patients.
Fittingly, Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher, then president of
the Planned Parenthood World-Wide Association,
credited Sanger as the person “who convinced
America and the world that control of conception
is a basic human right and like other human rights
must be equally available to all.” Sanger’s obituary
also provided details on the sociological impact of
People v. Sanger:
Mrs. Sanger’s American Birth Control League,
established in 1921, became the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America in 1946
and led to the establishment of more than
250 Planned Parenthood Centers in 150 cities
throughout the country. The movement is now
worldwide, with 38 member organizations and
projects in 88 countries.119
It all started in Brownsville in 1916.
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42.	Judges May Try to Rush Sanger Trial, N.Y. Call, Nov. 22,
1916, at 3.
43.	M’Inerney May Not Try Her Case, N.Y. Call, Nov. 28,
1916, at 28.
44. Id.
45. Court Rules Against Mrs. Sanger, N.Y. Times, Dec. 5, 1916.
46. M’Inerney May Not Try Her Case, supra note 43, at 29.
47.	Disciples of Mrs. Sanger, Rich and Poor, Watch Trial, N.Y.
Trib., Jan. 5, 1917, at 5.
48. Id.
49. Judges May Try To Rush Sanger Trial, supra note 42, at 3.
50.	Mrs. Sanger At Bar; Women Fill Court; One Brings Knitting, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Jan. 29, 1917.
51.	Sanger, supra note 21, at 3.
52.	Disciples of Mrs. Sanger, Rich and Poor, Watch Trial, supra
note 47.
53.	Mrs. Sanger At Bar; Women Fill Court; One Brings Knitting, supra note 50.
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54.	Disciples of Mrs. Sanger, Rich and Poor, Watch Trial, supra
note 47.
55.	Mrs. Sanger At Bar; Women Fill Court; One Brings Knitting, supra note 50.
56.	Disciples of Mrs. Sanger, Rich and Poor, Watch Trial, supra
note 47.
57.	Birth Controllers Up Early for Trial, N.Y. Times, Jan. 5,
1917.
58. Chesler, supra note 7, at 153.
59. Id.
60.	Mrs. Byrne Must Go to Workhouse, N.Y. Times, Jan 23,
1917; Mrs. Sanger’s Aid is Found Guilty, N.Y. Times, Jan.
9, 1917.
61. Mrs. Byrne Must Go to Workhouse, supra note 60.
62.	Mrs. Byrne Starts Lots of Strikes, N.Y. Times, Jan. 24, 1917.
Twenty years later, Judge Hand would write the opinion
in United States v. One Package, 86 F.2d 737 (2d Cir.
1936), which freed physicians to import contraceptives.
63.	Mrs. Byrne Fasts in Workhouse Cell, N.Y. Times, Jan. 25,
1917.
64.	Mrs. Byrne Freed by Whitman Pardon, N.Y. Call, Feb. 2,
1917, at 1.
65. Trial Tr. 10, Jan. 29, 1917.
66.	Id. at 10–26. Like many of Sanger’s critics, the prosecution attempted to ascribe malevolent motives to
Sanger’s distribution of contraceptives to poor immigrants. See Don Sloan, Letter to the Editor, Margaret
Sanger, Eugenicist, N.Y. Times, Aug. 9, 1992.
67.	The Mizpah Pessary was available for purchase at pharmacies, not as a contraceptive device, but as a “womb
support” for women suffering from prolapsed uteruses,
a frequently diagnosed condition resulting from multiple pregnancies. It also was an effective contraceptive.
Chesler, supra note 7, at 151.
68. Trial Tr. 26–29, Jan. 29, 1917.
69. Id. at 29–41.
70. Id. at 43.
71. Id. at 42.
72.	Id. at 39. Called in his obituary “the most patient of
men,” Justice Freschi was a first-generation ItalianAmerican who would serve on the General Sessions
Court for 34 years. See J.J. Freschi Dead; A Jurist 34 Years,
N.Y. Times, July 30, 1944.
73.	Justices in Doubt in Sanger Case, N.Y. Times, Jan. 30,
1917.
74. Id.
75.	Mrs. Sanger Defies Courts Before 3,000, N.Y. Times, Jan.
30, 1917.
76. Trial Tr. 81–88, Feb. 2, 1917.
77. Id. at 89.
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78. Id. at 89.
79.	Id. at 90; Mrs. Sanger Guilty, Faces Prison Term, N.Y.
Times, Feb. 3, 1917.
80. Mrs. Sanger Gets 30 Days, N.Y. Times, Feb. 6, 1917.
81. Id.
82.	Mrs. Sanger: No Fingerprinting, Brooklyn Standard
Union, Mar. 1917, at 1.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85.	Sanger, note 21.
86.	People v. Sanger, supra 166 N.Y.S. 1107, 179 A.D. 939
(N.Y. App. Div. 1917).
87. Id.
88.	Appellant’s Brief at 1–2, People v. Sanger, 222 N.Y. 192,
118 N.E. 637 (1918).
89. Id. at 17–30.
90. Id. at 37.
91. Id. at 38–39.
92. Id. at 45–56.
93.	Margaret Sanger, The Case for Birth Control: A Supplementary Brief and Statement of Facts (1917).
94.	Respondent’s Brief at 8, People v. Sanger, 179 A.D. 939
(N.Y. App. Div. July 31, 1917).
95. Id. at 19–21.
96.	F.E. Crane, 78, Dies; Led State Jurists, N.Y. Times, Nov.
22, 1947.
97.	People v. Sanger, 118 N.E. 637, 222 N.Y. 192 (1918).
98. Id. at 193.
99. Id. at 195.
100. Id. at 192, 194.
101. Id.
102. Id. at 192, 194–95.
103. Id. at 195.
104.	On January 20, 1918, Sanger appealed the New York
Court of Appeals decision to the U.S. Supreme Court
to seek a broader decision that would allow nurses, as
well as doctors, to prescribe contraceptives. Justice Louis
Brandeis, a recent appointee, accepted the petition. Because of various delays, including America’s entry into
World War I, the hearing was not held until November
13, 1919. Four days later, the U.S. Supreme Court dismissed the case for want of jurisdiction, without issuing
an opinion. Sanger v. New York, 251 U.S. 537 (1919)
(per curiam).
105.	Carole R. McCann, Birth Control Politics in the United
States: 1916–1945, at 64 (1997).
106.	Margaret Sanger, Birth Control Crusade Marches On, The
Clubwoman, Aug. 1936, at 6.
107. Chesler, supra note 7, at 273.
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108. Id. at 391.
109. Id. at 430.
110. Id. at 434.
111.	United States v. One Package, 86 F.2d 737 (2d Cir. 1936).
112. Id. at 737.
113.	Margaret Sanger, At Long Last, New Masses, July 6, 1937,
at 19–20.
114.	See Brief for Appellee, Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S.
479 (1965) (No. 496), 1965 WL 115613, at *13–14
(“Of the few jurisdictions that have ruled on the
constitutionality of contraceptive statutes all seem to
be in agreement with the Connecticut Court that the
regulation of contraceptives is a legitimate exercise of
the state’s police power to regulate public morals . . .
People v. Sanger, 222 N.E. 192, 118 N.E. 637 (1918), appeal dismissed for want of jurisdiction, 251 U.S. 537, 64
L.Ed. 403, 40 S. Ct. 55 (1919).”).
115.	Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972) (holding that
Massachusetts statute permitting married persons to

obtain contraceptives to prevent pregnancy but prohibiting distribution of contraceptives to single persons for
that purpose violates the Equal Protection Clause).
116.	See Motion for Leave to File Brief Amici Curiae on Behalf of Organizations and Named Women in Support
of Appellants in Each Case, and Brief Amici Curiae, Roe
v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (Nos. 70-18, 70-40), 1972
WL 126045, at *28 (“A New York statute patterned
after the Comstock Act served as the basis for conviction
of Margaret Sanger when she opened the first birth
control clinic in New York and attempted instruction
of women regarding their reproductive systems.” (citing
People v. Sanger, 222 N.Y. 192, 118 N.E. 637 (1918).)
(footnotes omitted).
117. Griswold, 381 U.S. at 486.
118. Eisenstadt, 405 U.S. at 453.
119. Margaret Sanger is Dead at 82, supra note 20.
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T h e D av i d A . G a r f i n k e l E s s a y C o n t e s t

W

ith the generous support of Gloria and
Barry Garfinkel, the Society established
in 2008 the annual David A. Garfinkel
Essay Contest, founded in memory
of the Garfinkels’ son David. This contest targets
students from community colleges across New York
State, offering them the opportunity to submit essays
on topics of New York legal history. The competition
seeks to draw students with a wide range of interests
in law, history, social science and general research
writing. Cash prizes are awarded with the intention
of helping with the burden of tuition. The winners
of the competition are honored on Law Day held
in the magnificent courtroom of the New York State
Court of Appeals. Their families and professors are
invited for a memorable day at the courthouse which
includes the awards ceremony followed by a luncheon where they are graciously and warmly greeted
by the Court of Appeals Judges.
In previous years the David A. Garfinkel Essay
Contest has looked at a diverse array of legal history
topics that have attracted a wide range of students
who either built upon, or found a new interest in, the
complexities and questions of legal history. Topics
explored in past years include: The Courts and Human
Rights in New York: The Legacy of the Lemmon Slave
Case (2008); The New Netherland Legal System and the
Law of 21st Century New York (2009); The Evolution of
Justice Along the Erie Canal (2010); The Legal Legacy

Law Day 2013
Top L-R: Prof. David Katz, III, Michael Benowitz, Inst. David
Hines, Zachary Field (SUNY Prize Winner), Marilyn Marcus,
Frances Murray, Dr. Jonas Falik, Josh Pawlikowski (Grand Prize
Winner), Prof. John Luby Seated L-R: Deputy Chief Administrative Judge Fern Fisher, Ruby Singh (CUNY Prize Winner)
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Law Day 2012
Top L-R: Michael Benowitz, Marilyn Marcus, Frances Murray
Bottom L-R: Amanda Griffin (3rd Place), Mary Erckert (2nd
Place), Rodney Schulyer (1st Place)

of the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire (2011); The Blue
and the Gray: New York During the Civil War (2012);
and Cyberspace and the Law: What are Our Rights and
Responsibilities? (2013).
Special thanks to the wonderful staff at the Court
of Appeals for serving as our judges. They read the
essays with great care…and much soul-searching.
Those essays considered worthy are sent to Former
Chief Judge Judith S. Kaye for final selection. We
extend our gratitude to Frances Murray, Chief Legal
Reference Attorney at the Court of Appeals and a
founding Trustee of the Society, for preparing the
wealth of materials offered to the students to support
their research, and for her expert management of this
project.
The David A. Garfinkel Essay Contest would not
reach the wide array of schools that it does without
the efforts of the court system’s liaison to education,
its Office of Public Affairs. Our special and grateful
thanks to Gregory Murray and Andrea Garcia for their
successful outreach to schools across the State.
A complete history of the prior contests since
2008 together with a listing of the winners and those
students whose essays are recognized for Honorable
Mention, together with all of the winning essays
which can be read in full, can be found in the
Academic Center section of our website.

A

look back… and forward
The Society has had an exciting round of events since our last publication.
I hope many of you were able to attend. Our website now offers webcasts
of many of these programs. Please take a moment to look back with us on past
events…and forward to upcoming ones.
Marilyn Marcus, Executive Director
					

What's Happened Recently…
2012 Stephen R. Kaye Memorial Program (Rescheduled)
A Tour of Our Beautiful
Courthouses: Preserving,
Protecting and Defending Them
June 10, 2013 • The New York City Bar

Robert Pigott (at podium) speaking at the event with (L to R)
Leonard Koerner, Former Chief
Judge Judith S. Kaye and Robert
B. Tierney seated in front of him

The 2012 Stephen R. Kaye
Memorial Program, previously
canceled due to Hurricane Sandy,
featured a slide show of our
beautiful legal landmarks
and a discussion on the efforts to
preserve, protect and defend them.
SLIDE SHOW PRESENTATION
New York Legal Landmarks
Robert Pigott Corporate Vice
President & General Counsel,
Phipps Houses
CONVERSATION
Hon. Judith S. Kaye, moderator
with Robert B. Tierney Chair, NYC
Landmarks Preservation Commission
& Leonard Koerner Chief Assistant
& Chief of Appeals Division, NYC
Law Department

(continued)
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A look back… and forward
PRO BONO: New York Lawyers and Public Service
Looking Back Looking Forward
February 19, 2013 • The New York City Bar
We proudly presented this program developed with
Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman.
Looking Back on Pro Bono Service
Henry M. Greenberg, Esq. Partner, Albany office of
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Litigating Death Penalty Cases Pro Bono
Hon. Robert S. Smith Associate Judge, New York State
Court of Appeals
Interviewed by Hon. Judith S. Kaye Former Chief Judge
of the State of New York
Looking Forward to Pro Bono in the 21st Century
Esther F. Lardent, Esq., Moderator President & CEO,
Pro Bono Institute
Steve Banks Attorney-in-Chief, The Legal Aid Society
Matthew Diller Dean & Professor of Law, Benjamin N.
Cardozo School of Law
Helaine M. Barnett, Esq. Chair, Chief Judge’s Task Force
to Expand Access to Civil Legal Services in NY
Hon. Victor Marrero U.S. District Judge, Southern
District of New York

Front (L to R): Dean Matthew Diller, Henry M. Greenberg,
Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman, Esther F. Lardent & Helaine M.
Barnett Back (L to R): Hon. Victor Marrero, Former Chief Judge
Judith S. Kaye, Hon. Robert S. Smith, & Steve Banks
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Henry M. Greenberg, Vice-President of the
Society, speaking on the history of pro bono
in New York

A look back… and forward
The Bartlett Commission, Reshaping the Law:
A 50 Year Retrospective and an Enduring Legacy
September 24, 2012 • Furman Hall, Lester
Pollack Colloquium Room, NYU Law School
The Society hosted an evening celebrating
the 50th anniversary of the formation
of the Temporary Commission on Revision
of the Penal Law and Criminal Code,
which became known as the Bartlett
Commission. Two of its leading members,
Senator John R. Dunne, and Hon. Richard
J. Bartlett, who chaired the Commission
for over a decade, participated.

At podium (L to R): Richard J. Bartlett, Albert M. Rosenblatt,
and John R. Dunne

Guests listening to John Dunne speak about his role with the Commission

(continued)
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A look back… and forward
Scales of Justice: An Evening of
Live Music and Copyright Law
May 23, 2012 • The New York City Bar
This was more like an evening of cabaret than a CLE
program as we explored what makes musical material
copyrightable while listening to wonderful music.
A Musical Conversation:
When is an Expression of Music Copyrightable?
On the Podium
Robert W. Clarida, Esq. Partner, Reitler Kailas &
Rosenblatt LLC
At the Piano
Ted Rosenthal Jazz Pianist, Composer, Educator
Joined by
Lesley Rosenthal Vice President, General Counsel and
Secretary, Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts

Ted Rosenthal (at the piano), Albert M. Rosenblatt, President of
the Society (behind piano), and Robert W. Clarida (at the podium)
at Scales of Justice

Guests listening to the music of Lesley & Ted Rosenthal
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A look back… and forward
What's Ahead…Upcoming Program
Nominated From New York:
The Empire State’s Contributions
to the Supreme Court Bench
Solicitors General and the Supreme
Court: The New York Influence
October 25, 2013 • The New York City Bar
Continuing our important partnership
with the U.S. Supreme Court Historical
Society, we look forward with much
anticipation and pride to our upcoming
fall program looking at the role of the
Solicitor General. Jeffrey P. Minear,
Counsel to U.S. Chief Justice John G.
The Supreme Court of the United States, 2010
Roberts, will moderate a discussion with
Collection of the Supreme Court of the United States
Prof. John Q. Barrett and former Solicitors
General Drew S. Days, III and Paul D. Clement. Justice Elena Kagan will be our special guest participant.

What We're Working on…

Oral History
We have captured the oral histories of
all of the living retired Judges of the New York
Court of Appeals, including the two Former Chief
Judges, Judith S. Kaye and Sol Wachtler. We are
also developing a video library of the histories of
members of the New York Bar who stand as legal
luminaries. Transcripts are beginning to be made
available to the public on our website.

(continued)
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A look back… and forward
Education Initiatives
David A. Garfinkel Essay Contest
This annual contest invites SUNY and CUNY community college
students from across the State to write an original essay on topics
of legal history.
• 2008: The Courts and Human Rights in New York: The Legacy
		
of the Lemmon Slave Case
• 2009: The New Netherland Legal System and the Law of 21st
		
Century New York
2010:
The Evolution of Justice Along the Erie Canal
•
• 2011: The Legal Legacy of the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire
• 2012: The Blue and the Grey: New York During the Civil War
• 2013: Cyberspace and the Law: What are our Rights and
		
Responsibilities?

Former Chief Judge Judith S. Kaye with
the inaugural contest winner Elijah FaganSolis (Hudson Valley Community College)

Bard High School Early College
The Society has provided grants to Bard High School Early
College, a public school with campuses in Manhattan, Queens
and Newark, NJ, to develop classroom curriculum to teach its
students about the role of the
courts in a civil society...how to
administer justice and preserve
the rule of law. The curriculum
is designed to reach a diverse
population of New York City
public school students in
middle and high schools.

Former Chief Judge Judith S. Kaye and Society Trustee Roy L. Reardon, Esq.
participating in a middle-school class at Bard High School Early College
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A look back… and forward
Publications
Our Books

•	Opening Statements: Law, Jurisprudence, and the Legacy
o
 f Dutch New York edited by Julia and Albert M. Rosenblatt, a collection of essays exploring how the Dutch
influenced law and jurisprudence in colonial America.
(SUNY Press 2013)

• The Judges of the New York Court of Appeals:
A
 Biographical History, edited by Albert M. Rosenblatt
(Fordham University Press 2007)

•	Historic Courthouses of the State of New York:
A
 Study in Postcards by Julia and Albert M. Rosenblatt
(Turner Publishing Company 2006)

2013 Calendar
100 YEARS AGO 1913 is a snapshot of the then legal state
of society in New York with beautiful images and interesting
vignettes

society’s Website
The Society launched its new website in 2013
with cutting edge and user friendly tools. It includes a virtual library of legal history, education
resources, an expanded collection of images,
and links to our social networking sites. www.
nycourts.gov/history
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Judith S. Kaye
Executive Director

Marilyn Marcus

mamarcus@nycourts.gov

Grants & Program Sponsors
Gloria and Barry H. Garfinkel Fund

• Lankler Siffert & Wohl LLP
• Proskauer Rose LLP

New York State Archives Partnership Trust

Officers

The William Nelson Cromwell Foundation

Albert M. Rosenblatt
President

Roy L. Reardon

Executive Vice President

Henry M. Greenberg
Vice President

Frances Murray
Secretary

John J. Halloran, Jr.
Treasuer

John Jay Circle
Cooley LLP

Gregory P. Joseph Law Offices LLC

Cleary Gottlieb Steen &
Hamilton LLP

Historical Records of the New York 		
County Clerk, Inc.

Cohen & Gresser LLP

John J. Halloran, Jr., PC

Cravath Swaine & Moore LLP

Kramer Dillof Livingston & Moore

Godosky & Gentile PC

Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton &
Garrison LLP

Greenberg Traurig LLP

A. Thomas Levin
Counsel

Benefactor

TRUSTEES

Penny Andrews
Helaine M. Barnett
Carmen Beauchamp Ciparick
Barry H. Garfinkel
Norman Goodman
John D. Gordan, III
Barry Kamins
Judith S. Kaye
Henry J. Kennedy
A. Thomas Levin
Alan Levine
Troy McKenzie
E. Leo Milonas
Michael B. Powers
Susan Phillips Read
John S. Siffert
Edward O. Spain

Alston & Bird LLP
Baker & Hostetler LLP
Berger & Webb LLP
Boies Schiller & Flexner LLP
Collazo Florentino & Keil LLP
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP
Dechert LLP
Kantor Davidoff Wolfe Mandelker
Twomey & Gallanty PC

Richard J. Bartlett

Weitz & Luxenberg PC

Albanese & Albanese LLP

Mayer Brown LLP

Arent Fox LLP

New York State Trial Lawyers 		
Association

Con Edison, Inc.
Fitzpatrick Cella Harper & Scinto
Philip R. Forlenza
Getnick & Getnick LLP
Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP

Robert G. M. Keating

Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP

Jonathan Lippman

Kelley Drye & Warren LLP

Leon B. Polsky

Charlotte & John J. Kenney
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Speiser Krause Nolan & Granito PC

Nixon Peabody LLP

Leon Silverman
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Skadden Arps Slate Meagher &
Flom LLP

Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP

Clark Gagliardi & Miller PC

Trustees Emeritus

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP

Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP

Richard C. Wesley

N.Y.S. Archivist

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

Weil Gotshall & Manges, LLP

Stephen P. Younger
Ex Officio Trustee

Phillips Lytle LLP

Kasowitz Benson Torres &
Friedman LLP

Vito A. Cannavo

Christine W. Ward

Patricia M. Hynes & Roy L. Reardon 		
Foundation
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Patterson Belknap Webb &
Tyler LLP
Ropes & Gray LLP
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP
Vladeck Waldman Elias &
Engelhard PC
Women’s Bar Association of the
State of New York

Institutional
Alexander D. Forger
Lauren Goldman
John D. Gordan, III & The Humanist Trust

Meyer Suozzi English & Klein PC
Bernard W. Nussbaum

Leon B. Polsky
Rivkin Radler LLP

Kenneth A. Caruso
Terrence M. Connors
Dopf PC
Fried Frank Harris Shriver &
Jacobson LLP
Herrick Feinstein LLP

Robert M. Kaufman
Andrew J. Levander
New York State Bar Association
Roy L. Reardon
Albert M. Rosenblatt

Patron
Helaine M. Barnett
Nina M. Beattie
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & 		
Grossmann LLP
Bracken Margolin Besunder LLP
Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft LLP
Contributing
A. Vincent Buzard
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
Andrew J. Frackman
Marc J. Goldstein
Litigation & Arbitration
Henry M. Greenberg
Judith S. Kaye
Henry J. Kennedy

Alan W. Kornberg
Edward S. Kornreich
Krantz & Berman LLP
A. Thomas Levin
Walter P. Loughlin
E. Leo Milonas
Milton Mollen

Morvillo Abramowitz
Grand Iason Anello
& Bohrer PC
Brian E. O’Connor
Michael B. Powers
Susan Phillips Read
Cynthia Rubin
CourtAlert.com Inc.

John S. Siffert
Jacqueline W. Silbermann
Kenneth G. Standard
Warner Partners PC
Steven W. Wolfe
Stephen P. Younger
Mark C. Zauderer

John D. Feerick
Linda C. Goldstein
Hector Gonzalez
John H. Gross
Howard A. Levine
Christopher P. Malloy

George W. Martin
David McCraw
James M. McGuire
James C. Moore
Barbara Paul Robinson
Benjamin E. Rosenberg

George Bundy Smith
Edward O. Spain
Olga Statz
Thomas D. Thacher, II
John J. Yanas

Richard Dollinger
Bernard D’Orazio
Betty Weinberg Ellerin
Elizabeth Garry
William Hooks
Mark F. Hughes, Jr.
Barry Kamins
Thomas J. Kavaler
Carol F. Lee

Lou Lewis
Ira Brad Matetsky
Robert J. Miller
Scott Musoff
Malvina Nathanson
Barbara I. Panepinto
Michele Raphael
Mary Redmond
Nathan J. Robfogel

Janet E. Sabel
Harold Lee Schwab
Walter Stahr
Christine W. Ward
Robert L. Weigel
Catherine O’Hagan Wolfe
Michael R. Wolford

Sponsor
Kenneth Aldous
Philip J. Bergan
Allan S. Brilliant
Robert A. Cohen
Evan A. Davis
Thomas A. Dickerson
Friend
Mark H. Alcott
David A. Barrett
Richard J. Bartlett
Joseph W. Bellacosa
James W. B. Benkard
Saul Benowitz
Laurence G. Bodkin, Jr.
Barbara A. Brinkley
Oscar G. Chase
Libraries
Cardozo School of Law Library • Fordham Law School Library • Pace Law School Library
St. John’s University School of Law Library • Touro College School of Law
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Individual
Bruce Abrams

George A. Davidson

David V. Hines

Andrea Masley

Louis G. Adolfsen

Susan J. Deith

Clare Hogenauer

Kelly Mauceri

Howard M. Aison

Alan O. Dixler

John Hogrogian

James McDonald

John Alexander

Mary D. Dorman

Harold Holzer

Joan McGivern

Mason Allen

James L. Dowsey, III

Joan Thomas Hoolihan

Robert McGreevy

Penny Andrews

John R. Dunne

Timothy Hughes

Troy McKenzie

John Austin

Pamela Ehrenkranz

Michael J. Hutter

Robert C. Meade, Jr.

David Axinn

Fred L. Epstein

William N. Jeffers

Demetrios Melis

Sara Azarm

Jill Epstein

Vincent Johnson

Linda Meltzer

Phylis Bamberger

Ted Ermansons

Kenneth A Kanfer

Muffie Meyer

John Q. Barrett

John Evers

Andrew Kaplan

Maura Miller

Edwin Baum

Linda Fairstein

George Kaplan

Jeffrey Mishkin

Roger J. Bernstein

Mark G. Farrell

Alan Katz

Agatha M. Modugno

Erik Jonathan Blum

Cristina L. Fernandez

Robert G.M. Keating

Paul Montclare

William Bodkin

Paul Finkelman

Randall L. Kennedy

Christine Mooney

Anne Marie Bowler

Douglas Forman

Raymond P. Kenny

Jeffrey B. Morris

Seymour Boyers

Sallie Fried

Jean M. Kestel

Emil Moussa

Joshua Bressler

Eugene A. Gaer

Henry L. King

David Munkittrick

Patrick Brown

Antonio Galvao

Gary Klein

Patricia Murphy

Terryl Brown

James D. Garbus

Leonard Koerner

Timothy Patrick Murphy

Dave Buckhout

Andrea Garcia

Greta Kolcon

Frances Murray

Robert Bullock

Frank Glaser

Daniel Kornstein

Gregory Murray

Joseph P.J. Burke, III

Maro Goldstone

Abraham B. Krieger

Sue Nadel

Anthony Cannataro

David L. Goodwin

James P. Lagios

Steven Napolitano

Martha Cappelluti-Tessler

Jerome Gotkin

Craig A. Landy

Thomas Newman

Michael A. Chapnick

Victoria A. Graffeo

Ross Larkin

John Nicolich

David M. Cherubin

Claire P. Gutekunst

Pierre N. Leval

Dan Norber

Ariel Chesler

Kevin A. Green

Jonathan Lippman

Deirdre O’Connor

Alan Childress

Norman L Greene

Burton N. Lipshie

Paul O’Neill

Neel Chopra

Frederick Greenman

Maria Logus

Peter Obersheimer

Carmen Beauchamp Ciparick

Luisa K. Hagemeier

Jordan D. Luttrell

Martha J. Olson

Harold Cohen

Elizabeth Haines

Gordon W. Lyon

Lauren Cooke Opie

Michael Marks Cohen

Ralph L. Halpern

Robert MacCrate

Michael Orticelle

Charles Dewey Cole, Jr.

David B. Hamm

Rachael MacVean

Patricia Pancoe

Katharine Wilson Conroy

Stewart F. Hancock, Jr.

Robert G. Main, Jr.

James Peltz

Michael A. Cooper

Conrad K. Harper

Joseph J. Maltese

Joseph Perry

Robert Cunningham

Joyce Yvonne Hartsfield

Kenneth Manning

Gregory L. Peterson

Norman Dachs

Warren Hecht

William H. Manz

Robert Pigott

Al J. Daniel, Jr.

Christopher Hemphill

Peter Marcus

Mark Platt

Charlotte Davidson

George M. Heymann

George D. Marlow

Bettina Plevan
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Sally Ramage

Joshua Stein

Aaron Ben-Merre

Caryn S. Gartenberg

William Ramos

Meryl Strassner

Joseph Bleshman

Kenneth Gerver

Mildred E. Randle

Guy Miller Struve

Robert G. Bogle

Hilary Gingold

Felicia S. Raphael

Inez M. Tierney

Clifton R. Branch, Jr.

Abby Goldstein

Kevin Reilly

Robert B. Tierney

Valerie Cameron

Sandra Jefferson Grannum

Paul D. Rheingold

Sharon S. Townsend

Elizabeth Candreva

Sidney Gribetz

Elizabeth Rich

Irene Treloar

Alexia Capote

Matthew Grieco

Rosalyn Richter

Lonn A. Trost

Michael A. Cardozo

Sharon Grubin

Alberto Rodriguez

Lily Vakili

Christopher Chan

Stephen Guarneri

Lesley F. Rosenthal

Joseph Van Nostrand

Emmy Chresomales

Jacqueline Guidarelli-Wu

Melvin Rosenthal

David Voisinet

Alan Chevat

Brette Haefeli

David Rosinus

Maria T. Vullo

Richard Clarino

James W. Harbison, Jr.

James A. Rossetti

Lauren Wachtler

Penelope D. Clute

David J. Hasso

Ashley Rowe

John J. Wadlin

Morton Cohen

Gerald V. Hayes

Barbara Rowin

Elliot Wales

Stuart Cohen

Alice P. Henkin

Marc Rowin

John M. Walker, Jr.

David M. Cohn

Sandra Irby

Israel Rubin

Jay L. Weiner

Jana Cohn

Lauren Jacobson

Jason Rubinstein

David A. Weinstein

Louise G. Conway

Seymour James, Jr.

Nathaniel Rudykoff

Joanna Weiss

Alfred D. Cooper, Sr.

Ta-Tanisha James

R. Anthony Rupp, III

Bruce Wexler

Raymond E. Cornelius

Nadine Johnson

Patricia Everson Ryan

Karen K. Wicka

Mary Lou Crowley

Lauren B. Kanfer

Paul Ryneski

Ira E. Wiener

Carolyn E. Demarest

Bentley Kassal

Jonathan Sack

Philip Jay Wilker

Amanda DeMeola

Andy Klein

Jorge A. Sastoque

Brad Williams

William C. Donnino

Alice F. La Brie

Matthew Sava

Jeffrey Winn

Manette Eddy

Judy A. Lauer

Arthur V. Savage

Milton Wolson

Inna Erlikh

Bryan Lawrence

Michael Scheinkman

Avshalom Yotam

Pamela Faison

Tiffany H. Lee

Kenneth Falk

Frank B. Lewis

Jeremy R. Feinberg

Richard Lieb

Ellen B. Fishman

Bill Lienhard

Frank R. Fioramonti

Thomas Litsky

Rosemarie Fitzpatrick

Rose Lowe

Steven Flanders

Diane Lutwak

Alan Flink

Duncan S. MacAffer

Blaine Fogg

Robert M. Mandelbaum

Patricia Scotti
Samuel W. Seymour
Charles E. Shields, III
Kathleen Shurtleff
Leon Silverman
Andrew J. Simons
Richard D. Simons
Richard E. Sise
Peter B. Skelos
Robert S. Smith
Merril Sobie
Sonia Sotomayor
David Spokony

Public Service /
Retiree / Student
Joyce Adolfsen
Richard T. Andrias
Daniel D. Angiolillo
Christine N. Appah
Thomas J. Aquilino, Jr.
Raquel Aracena
Steven L. Banks
Lawrence Baron
Justin Barry
Joy Beane
Susan L. Beberfall

James D. Folts

Martin Marcus

Mark D. Fox

Spencer Marcus

Kathryn Freed

Lawrence K. Marks

Helen E. Freedman

Maud Maron

Phyllis Gangel-Jacob

John Martin
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Dominic R. Massaro

Arthur M. Schack

Angela M. Mazzarelli

Beatrice Shainswit

John W. McConnell

Edward J. Shaughnessy

Marjorie S. McCoy

Pamela Schecter

Michael F. McEneney

William Shepard

Michael McGourty

David R. Sheridan

Paul McGrath

Beverly Schlesinger

Robert P. McGreevy

Jonathan J. Silbermann

Bruce B. McHale

Stanley L. Sklar

Joseph Kevin McKay

Margaret O. Sowah

Thomas McKevitt

Gary Spivey

Thomas E. Mercure

Vija Stamey

G. D. Merritt

Elizabeth Starkey

Esther Altaras Meyers

Leslie Stroth

Anne Mikhaleva

Jennifer Sundt

Melinda Mlinac

Janice E. Taylor

Mary C. Mone

Jonah Triebwasser

Abel Montez

Nicholas Ullo

Kay Murray

Elaine Unkeless

Eileen N. Nadelson

Sol Wachtler

Eugene L. Nardelli

JoAnn Meo Wahl

Juanita Bing Newton

Gretchen Walsh

Jennifer A. O’Friel

Laura Weigley

James E. Pelzer

Alfred J. Weiner

Mary Ellen Pelzer-Cabrera

Jonathan Weiner

Erin M. Peradotto

Jack B. Weinstein

Karen K. Peters

William L. Weinstock

Eugene F. Pigott, Jr.

John Werner

Eugene A. Preudhomme

Laura Werner

Michael J. Pulizotto

Richard C. Wesley

A. Gail Prudenti

Wendy Whiting

Jed S. Rakoff

Ron Younkins

Elizabeth M. Riordan

Phillip Yow

Tanya Robinson

Donald H. Zuckerman

Rosaline Rosenfeld

Michael Zummo

Thomas M. Ross
Phillip Rumsey
Debra Samuels
Daniel Sangeap
Allen H. Saperstein
Terri Sasanow
Frances Scanlon
Jack E. Schachner
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In Memoriam
Charles L. Brieant, Jr.
Theodore T. Jones, Jr.
Stephen R. Kaye
Henry Murray
Donald Powers
Charlotte Smallwood-Cook
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